
1001 Tray of campanula

1002 Tray of campanula

1003 Tray of campanula

1004 Tray of campanula

1005 Tray of Oscar Salmon dianthus

1006 Tray of Oscar Salmon dianthus

1007 Tray of Oscar Salmon dianthus

1008 Tray of petunias

1009 Tray of petunias

1010 Tray of petunias

1011 Tray of petunias

1012 Tray of petunias

1013 Potted lupin

1014 Potted lupin

1015 Potted lupin

1016 Potted lupin

1017 Potted lupin

1018 Potted lupin

1019 Potted lupin

1020 Potted lupin

1021 Potted lupin

1022 Potted lupin

1023 Potted mixed aquilegia

1024 Potted mixed aquilegia

1025 Potted mixed aquilegia

1026 Potted mixed aquilegia

1027 Potted mixed aquilegia

1028 Potted mixed aquilegia

1029 Potted mixed aquilegia

1030 Potted mixed aquilegia

1031 Potted mixed aquilegia

1032 Potted mixed aquilegia

1033 Potted hazelnut tree

1034 Potted hazelnut tree

1035 Potted cranesbill blue hardy geranium

1036 Potted cranesbill blue hardy geranium

1037 Potted cranesbill blue hardy geranium

1038 Potted cranesbill blue hardy geranium

1039 Potted cranesbill blue hardy geranium

1040 Potted cranesbill blue hardy geranium

1041 Potted red phlox

1042 Potted blue phlox

1043 Potted white phlox

1044 Potted pink phlox

1045 Potted white verbena

1046 Potted white verbena

1047 Potted blue verbena

1048 Potted blue verbena

1049 Potted pink verbena

1050 Potted pink verbena

1051 Fuchsia bush

1052 Fuchsia bush

1053 Fuchsia bush

1054 Fuchsia bush

1055 Fuchsia bush

1056 2 jasmines

1057 2 jasmines

1058 2 blackcurrant bushes

1059 2 blackcurrant bushes

1060 Large garden mint

1061 Tray of symphony strawberry plants

1062 Tray of Cambridge favourite strawberry plants

1063 Tray of Cambridge favourite strawberry plants

1064 2 hanging baskets of mixed plants

1065 2 hanging baskets of mixed plants

1066 Tray of white dwarf rhododendrons

1067 3 Japanese jewel acers

1068 2 Japanese jewel acers

1069 Markitas prize rhododendron

1070 2 terracotta pots of mixed plants

1072 2 conical shaped hanging baskets of mixed 
plants

1073 2 plastic hanging baskets of pansies and 
strawberry plants

1074 3 potted floriade mixed sweet Williams

1075 3 potted floriade mixed sweet Williams

1076 Tray of tomato plants
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1077 Tray of tomato plants

1078 Tray of tomato plants

1079 Tray of tomato plants

1080 2 scarlet Queen Elizabeth floribunda roses

1081 Blessings hybrid tea rose with Queen Elizabeth 
floribunda rose

1082 Ferdinand Pichard hybrid tea rose with pink 
favourite hybrid tea rose

1083 Iceberg floribunda rose with Margaret Merrill 
floribunda rose

1084 2 peace hybrid tea roses

1085 Morello cherry tree

1086 Peach tree

1087 Apricot tree

1088 Doctor Ruppel climbing clematis

1089 The President clematis

1090 Mrs. N. Thompson clematis

1091 Carnaby clematis

1092 +VAT Climbing lonicera

1093 +VAT Climbing lonicera

1094 +VAT Climbing lonicera

1095 +VAT Climbing lonicera

1096 2 white orchids

1097 2 white orchids

1098 +VAT Potted palm

1099 +VAT Salix (Integra hakuro nishiki)

1100 Large olive tree

1101 Large olive tree

1102 3 x large trays of pansies

1103 Blue potted phlox

1104 Potted lupin

1105 2 x dwarf rhododendrons

1106 Tray of dahlia bulbs

1107 3 English elm trees

1108 3 English elm trees

1109 3 English elm trees

1110 3 English elm trees

1111 3 English elm trees

1112 2 trays of fiesta calendula

1113 2 trays of fiesta calendula

1114 2 trays of fiesta calendula

1115 2 trays of fiesta calendula

1116 2 trays of fiesta calendula

1117 4 potted fox gloves

1118 4 potted fox gloves

1119 3 small trays of tornado leeks

1120 4 small trays of snow crystal alyssums

1121 4 small trays of Doronicum Orientale little Leo

1122 4 small trays of Montana avalanche

1123 2 large trays of malling centenary strawberry 
plants

1124 2 large trays of honeoye strawberry plants

1125 3 small trays of nantes carrots

1126 4 small trays of runner beans

1127 2 large trays of matrix spring pansies

1128 2 large trays of matrix spring pansies

1129 2 large trays of matrix spring pansies

1130 2 large trays of matrix spring pansies

1131 4 small trays of artic fire dianthus

1132 4 small trays of royal sweet peas

1133 4 small trays of Katy purple freesia

1134 +VAT Whisteria

1135 +VAT Whisteria

1136 +VAT Buxus ball

1137 +VAT Buxus ball

1138 +VAT Agapanthus

1139 +VAT Agapanthus

1140 +VAT Agapanthus

1141 +VAT Agapanthus

1142 +VAT Agapanthus

1143 +VAT Agapanthus

1144 +VAT Pink rose bush

1145 +VAT Pink rose bush

1146 +VAT Pink rose bush

1147 +VAT Pink rose bush

1148 +VAT Pink rose bush

1149 +VAT Pink rose bush
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1150 +VAT Pink rose bush

1151 +VAT Pink rose bush

1152 +VAT Pink rose bush

1153 +VAT Pink rose bush

1154 +VAT Hydrangea

1155 +VAT Hydrangea

1156 +VAT Hydrangea

1157 +VAT Hydrangea

1158 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1159 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1160 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1161 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1162 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1163 +VAT Potted pink paeonia

1164 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1165 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1166 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1167 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1168 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1169 +VAT Potted red paeonia

1170 +VAT Hydrangea

1171 +VAT Pink standard rose tree

1172 +VAT Pink standard rose tree

1173 +VAT Red standard rose tree

1174 +VAT Red standard rose tree

1175 +VAT Red standard rose tree

1176 +VAT Red standard rose tree

1177 +VAT Red standard rose tree

1178 +VAT Orange standard rose tree

1179 +VAT White standard rose tree

1180 Large olive tree

1181 +VAT Orange dream acer

1182 +VAT Orange dream acer

1183 +VAT Orange dream acer

1184 +VAT Orange dream acer

1185 +VAT Orange dream acer

1186 +VAT Potted azalea

1187 +VAT Palmatum orange dream acer

1188 +VAT Palmatum orange dream acer

1189 +VAT Atropurpureum acer

1190 +VAT Atropurpureum acer

1191 +VAT Atropurpureum acer

1192 +VAT Atropurpureum acer

1193 +VAT Atropurpureum acer

1194 +VAT Potted pink paulownia

1195 +VAT Potted white paulownia

1196 +VAT White potted paulownia

1197 +VAT White potted paulownia

1198 +VAT Potted red paulownia

1199 6 x small trays of yellow pansies

1200 Cordyline

1201 Cherry tree (Morello)

1202 +VAT Acer tree

1203 +VAT Acer tree

2001 +VAT Tado starter kit V3 plus wireless smart 
thermostat in box

2002 +VAT Bose Soundlink Mini 2

2003 +VAT Ultimate Ears Megablast portable 
bluetooth speaker (no accessories)

2004 +VAT Bulova wristwatch with box

2005 +VAT Invicta automatic gents stainless steel 
strap wristwatch with box

2006 +VAT Raymond & Weil Geneve stainless steel 
strap wristwatch with instructional booklet, 
guarantee booklet, case and box

2007 +VAT Rotary Roman numeral dial wristwatch 
with dual tone stainless steel strap (broken 
strap), includes box

2008 +VAT Rotary pearl faced 2 tone stainless steel 
wristwatch (no box)

2009 +VAT Citizen chrono dial stainless steel strap 
wristwatch (no box)

2010 Sealed copy of The Beatles 'Get Back' as 
published by Apple Corp Limited

2011 Pierre Thomas Karkau 'Model Secret' and David 
Bailey's 'Trouble and Strife' books

2012 USRRC United States Record of Road Racing 
Championships 1963-1968 by Mike Martin as 
published by Dead Pedal Press

2013 Savage Aespa first mini album printed in Korea 
SNK 1300 magazine booklet and other fan 
collectables including CD
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2014 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 2 in box

2015 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 with backplate and 
battery

2016 +VAT Selection of Ring Doorbell accessories to 
include stick up cam, chime, contact sensor and 
other accessories

2017 +VAT Ring stick up battery camera with chime 
accessory in box

2018 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 plus chime in box

2019 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 in box (no chime, 
possibly linked to account)

2020 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell 3 in box (no chime, 
possibly linked to account)

2021 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell Pro in box

2022 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell Pro in box

2023 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell Pro in box

2024 +VAT Ring Video Doorbell Pro in box

2025 +VAT Ring alarm system x2, various 
accessories in various boxes (possibly locked to 
account)

2026 +VAT Mophie wireless fast charging pad in box

2027 +VAT 2 Belkin 10w charging pads together with 
TP Link wireless range extenders

2028 +VAT 3x Apple AirPods Pro in box with charging 
case (linked to account)

2029 +VAT 3x Apple AirPods with charging cases (no 
other accessories)

2030 +VAT Parasych true wireless noise cancelling 
earphones with charging case and box

2031 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2032 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2033 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2034 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2035 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2036 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2037 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2038 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2039 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2040 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2041 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2042 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2043 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2044 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2045 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2046 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2047 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2048 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging 
case and box

2049 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with charging case (no 
other accessories)

2050 +VAT Apple AirPods with charging case and box

2051 +VAT Apple AirPods 3rd gen with charging case 
and box

2052 +VAT Apple AirPods 3rd gen with charging case 
and box

2053 +VAT Apple AirPods 3rd gen with charging case 
and box

2054 +VAT Apple AirPods 3rd gen with charging case 
and box

2055 +VAT Apple AirPods 3rd gen with charging case 
and box

2056 +VAT Apple AirPods 3rd gen with charging case 
and box

2057 +VAT Apple AirPods 3rd gen with charging case 
and box

2058 +VAT Sony SRS-XB13 bluetooth speaker with 
box

2059 +VAT Sony over ear bluetooth headphones WH 
series with charging cable

2060 +VAT 2x Omron Evolv upper arm automatic 
blood pressure monitors in boxes

2061 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds in box (no 
charging cable/accessories)

2062 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2063 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2064 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box
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2065 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2066 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2067 +VAT Jabra Elite 3 wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2068 +VAT Nextbase 412GW dashcam in box

2069 +VAT Nextbase 300W dashcam in box

2070 +VAT Nextbase dashcam 300W in box

2071 +VAT Aftershokz Air and Aftershokz Titanium 
bone conduction headsets in boxes

2072 +VAT Range of various electronic accessories 
to include in car magic mount phone holder, 
wireless charging pads and 2 power banks

2073 +VAT 5 various Touchdown car mounts and 
wireless charging stations

2074 +VAT 2x Mophie 3 in 1 wireless charging pads 
in boxes

2075 +VAT FitBit Charge 4 fitness tracker in box

2076 +VAT FitBit Charge 4 fitness tracker in box

2077 +VAT FitBit Sense wristband fitness activity 
tracker in box

2078 +VAT FitBit Sense wristband fitness activity 
tracker in box

2079 +VAT FitBit Versa 3 smartwatch and GPS in box

2080 +VAT FitBit Versa 3 smartwatch and GPS in box

2081 +VAT FitBit Charge 4 wireless fitness tracking 
band with charger (no box/accessories)

2082 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds with 
charging case and cable

2083 +VAT JLab Epic Air wireless earbuds with 
charging case and box

2084 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box 
with charging case

2085 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box 
with charging case

2086 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box 
with charging case

2087 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box 
with charging case

2088 +VAT LG Tone Free wireless earbuds in box 
with charging case

2089 +VAT Beats Studio earbuds in box

2090 +VAT Beats Studio earbuds in box

2091 +VAT Beats Studio earbuds in box

2092 +VAT Beats Studio earbuds in box

2093 +VAT Beats Studio earbuds in box

2094 +VAT Beats Studio earbuds in box

2095 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with Magsafe charging 
case and box

2096 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with Magsafe charging 
case and box

2097 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with Magsafe charging 
case and box

2098 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with Magsafe charging 
case and box

2099 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with Magsafe charging 
case and box

2100 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with Magsafe charging 
case and box

2101 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with Magsafe charging 
case and box

2102 +VAT Apple AirPods Pro with Magsafe charging 
case and box

2103 Sealed boxset 'The Complete Series of Two and 
a Half Men' and game DVDs

2104 +VAT 7 various cased and unboxed glasses and 
sunglasses frames to include Ray Ban, Gucci, 
O'Neill and others

2105 +VAT 7 various pairs of sunglasses to include 
Dior, Mark Jacobs and others

2106 +VAT Pair of Ray Ban P polarised sunglasses 
model RB3549 including case

2107 +VAT 2 pairs of Boss frames to include 1 pair of 
sunglasses

2108 +VAT 2 pairs of Prada glasses frames to include 
1 pair of sunglasses

2109 +VAT Fauna audio glasses with charging case 
and box

2110 Binatone TV Master MK IV console with box and 
controllers together with a VideoMaster 
Superscore vintage console

2111 XMod carbon fibre power kit for RC Mercedes 
car models

2112 2 Scalextric track sets to include Le Mans 24hr, 
2 Mercedes cars and a F1 Scalextric car set

2113 Star Wars Anakin's Pod Racer in box by Hasbro

2114 Sebulba's Pod Racer as issued by Hasbro 
(boxed)

2115 Hawkeye Deluxe Version as issued by Hot Toys 
in box with accessories (out of sleeve)

2116 Captain America movie promo edition 1:6 scale 
by Hot Toys for Avengers : Infinity War with 
accessories and box (in sleeve)
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2117 Guardians of the Galaxy Star Lord 1:6 scale 
model as issued by Hot Toys with accessories 
(boxed and in sleeve)

2118 Prop Toys store issued Ice Man trainers from 
the movie X-Men 2 with CoA, signed Bobby 
Drake

2119 Hobby Engineer 1:6 scale forklift truck RC 
vehicle with Action Man toy

2120 Hobby Engine crane truck 1:18 scale radio 
controlled truck

2121 +VAT HP Pavilion 24'' all in one PC core i5 11th 
gen cpu, 8gb ram, 512gb storage running 
Windows 11 with wireless keyboard, mouse, psu 
and box

2122 M85 battery powered BB gun with box

2123 Selection of graphic novel books, annuals, 
collectors comics, etc to include a Marvel 
Comics Group 9th of October 02153 Warlock 
comic book

2124 Selection of reference material books as 
published by Pearson, Oxford and Norton

2125 Shelf comprising a large selection of paperback 
and hardback novels, autobiographies, etc and a 
selection of books published by Penguin

2126 Large selection of childrens books, annuals and 
puzzle books

2127 Selection of reference material books to include 
various publishers including Pavilion, Cambridge 
and Pearson

2128 Small selection of books to include reference 
books by various publishers, includes a copy of 
Football The Harrow Game by Dale Vargas

2129 Large selection of paperback and hardback 
novels, autobiographies and other books

2130 Wide selection of reference material books and 
vintage books to include Lancashire and 
Cheshire Past & Present and a copy of Rebecca 
by Daphne Du Maurier

2131 Shelf comprising a selection of reference 
material books, hardbacks, etc, publishers to 
include Potter, Absolute Press and Oxford

2132 Selection of hardback and paperback novels, 
autobiographies, etc to include a copy of The 
Polaroid Book as issued by Taschen

2133 Large selection of hardback and paperback 
books, some reference books, publishers to 
include Penguin, Swift and others

2134 +VAT HP Envy Photo 7830 printer in box

2135 +VAT HP Envy Photo 7830 printer in box

2136 +VAT HP Officejet pro 9019E printer in box

2137 +VAT HP Officejet pro 8022E printer in box

2138 +VAT HP Envy inspire 7220E printer in box

2139 +VAT HP Smart tank plus 559 wireless printer in 
box

2140 +VAT HP Smart tank plus 559 wireless printer in 
box

2141 +VAT HP Desk jet 3762 printer in box

2142 +VAT Brother DCP-1610W printer

2143 +VAT HP colour laser jet pro printer MFP-
M283FDW

2144 +VAT Epson eco tank ET2711 printer in box

2145 +VAT HP Officejet 8015 printer, boxed

2146 +VAT 4 Boxes containing Feit electrics smart 
LED strips, open boxes

2147 Ricoh Photo Conductor Unit SP 4500

2148 Box containing a wide selection of Dell laptop 
docks

2149 2 Apple Macbook laptops - Spares and repairs, 
no power supplies

2150 Dell Latitude E7270 laptop with no power supply 
and accessories

2151 Acer E402Y laptop

2152 HP Probook laptop with core i5 processor, no 
power supply

2153 Sony Vaio core i7 laptop, no power supply

2154 +VAT 3 HP Envy photo 7830 printers

2155 +VAT 3 Epson ET-2711 eco tank printers

2156 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2157 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2158 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2159 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2160 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2161 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2162 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2163 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2164 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2165 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2166 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2167 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2168 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes
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2169 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2170 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive hub units in boxes

2171 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2172 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2173 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2174 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2175 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2176 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2177 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2178 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2179 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2180 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2181 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2182 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2183 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2184 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2185 +VAT 3 Sealed Hive active plugs

2186 Msi Geforce GTX 1080 Armour 8gb graphics 
card - untested

2187 3 Sega cartridge games to include 2 Sega 
master games (Taz Mania and Castle of illusion) 
plus 1 mega drive game (Super wrestle mania)

2188 Microsoft Surface book core i7 6th generation 
processor, 16gb ram, 1tb storage and Windows 
11 (Includes power supply)

2189 +VAT 6 Various wireless Inpods 12 in boxes

2190 Nintendo Switch table section only, no charger 
or other accessories

2191 +VAT Omron Evolve upper arm blood pressure 
monitor in box

2192 +VAT 2 Belkin wireless 10w charging pads

2193 2 Bags containing a large quantity of Epson and 
other ink cartridges

2194 Bag containing a large quantity of Apple iphone 
and ipad cases, boxes all empty

2198 Bag containing a quantity of replacement and 
other laptop charging adaptors to include Dell, 
HP and others

2199 Bag containing a quantity of replacement and 
other laptop charging adaptors to include Dell, 
HP and others

2200 Bag containing a quantity of replacement and 
other laptop charging adaptors to include Dell, 
HP and others

2201 Bag containing various sundry electric items to 
include cables, mobile phone chargers etc

2202 Bag containing a large quantity of Apple 
replacement charging accessories to include 
laptop adaptors, power supplies etc

2203 +VAT Explore 1 4k action camera in blister pack

2204 +VAT 2 Studio creator packs with LED ring 
lights

2205 +VAT Pioneer DJ USB smart control mixing 
deck with headphones

2206 +VAT Logitech G923 true force racing wheel 
with pedals for Playstation

2207 +VAT Bang & Olufsen portable bluetooth 
speaker with no charging cable

2208 +VAT Bang & Olufsen PK7 portable speaker 
with power supply

2209 +VAT LG X-Boom PN7 bluetooth speaker with 
box

2210 +VAT Celestron Omni AZ102 telescope with box

2211 +VAT Pair of Razer Kraken gaming headphones 
in box

2212 +VAT Razer Kraken gaming headphones in box

2213 +VAT Razer Kraken gaming headphones in box

2214 +VAT Razer Kraken gaming headphones in box

2215 +VAT Razer Kraken gaming headphones in box

2216 +VAT Razer Kraken gaming headphones 
unboxed

2217 +VAT MSI Vigor gaming keyboard and mouse 
kit together with Lenovo curved screen monitor 
(Monitor is cracked)

2218 +VAT MSI PC gaming headset model: DS502

2219 Xbox Series X console with cables and 
controller

2220 Playstation 4 console with power supply, cables 
and controller

2221 Xbox Series S console in white, no accessories

2222 +VAT Sanus Simplicity TV wall mount for up to 
90" screens - Incomplete kit

2223 +VAT Sanus Simplicity TV wall mount for up to 
90" screens - Incomplete kit

2224 +VAT 2 Boxed Sanus tilt and extend TV wall 
mounts for up to 90" screens

2225 Box containing a large quantity of Xbox 360 
games

2226 Box containing a selection of Playstation 1 
games
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2227 Box containing various mobile phone protective 
screen kits with in car charging adaptors to 
include Samsung Galaxy A71 and others

2228 Thrustmaster Ferrari GT experience racing set 
in box with pedals

2229 +VAT Asus 23" flat screen computer monitor 
(incomplete stand, cracked screen, no power 
supply)

2230 +VAT Bag containing various costume jewellery

2231 Nintendo Wii console with 2 controllers and 
other accessories in bag

2232 Acer 22" monitor with power cable

2233 +VAT Dell 22" monitor model: P2219H in box

2234 +VAT IIyama Prolite 24" monitor in box

2235 +VAT Lenovo Think Vision T25D-10 flat panel 
monitor in box

2236 +VAT HP 22" monitor with box model: M22F

2237 +VAT HP 27" PC monitor model: M27F with box

2238 +VAT HP 27" full HD monitor with box

2239 +VAT Lorex 4K Ultra HD Envy R with cameras 
in box

2240 +VAT Asus 27" gaming monitor model VG27W 
with box

2241 +VAT Asus 27" gaming monitor model VG27W 
with box

2242 +VAT Asus 27" VG27WQ gaming monitor 
(damaged screen, cracked bezel)

2243 HP laptop Core i5 10th generation processor, 
8GB RAM, 256GB storage running Windows 10, 
includes power supply

2244 Two Lenovo Think Centre monitors with 
Logitech keyboard

2245 Lenovo Ideas Centre B540 all in one computer 
with damaged glass front, no hard drive, Core i5 
processor, Advent USB keyboard included

2246 +VAT HP X27QC curved gaming monitor with 
box

2247 Acer 27" PC gaming monitor

2248 Sleeper PC AMD Ryzen 5 3600 processor, 8GB 
RAM, 512GB storage, GTX12640 graphics card, 
running Windows 10 includes mouse and 
keyboard

2249 +VAT (R40) Hisense 50" 4K TV model 
50AE7400FTUK (line on screen)

2250 +VAT LG 55" 4K TV model UJ750V

2251 +VAT (R41 & B13) Hisense 4K 55" TV model 
5528GQTUK, damaged screen

2252 +VAT (R39) TCL 55" 4K TV, no stand and a 
damaged screen

2253 +VAT (R35 & B9) Toshiba 55" TV model 
55UA2B63DB with box, TV has no stand and a 
cracked screen

2254 Sony 40" TV model KDL-40W605B, includes 
remote

2255 Sony 32" TV model KDL-32EX401, includes 
remote

2256 Sony 32" TV model KDL32R423A

2257 Samsung 19" LCD TV, no power cable or 
remote

2258 Orion HDTV 32" with remote

2259 47'' multi input in store display

2260 47'' multi input shop display monitor

2261 +VAT (R37 & B11) 43" Hisense model 
43A7GQTUK with box

2262 +VAT 50" 4K Panasonic TV model 
TX50EX700B

2263 Epson EBSO3 HD projector with HDMI socket

2264 +VAT HP Envy X360 convertible laptop, 13" 
display, Core i5 11th Gen processor, 8GB RAM, 
256GB storage, Windows 11, with psu and box. 
No power supply

2265 +VAT Asus Zenbook Flip 13, Core i7 11th Gen 
processor, 16GB RAM, 1TB storage, with OLED 
screen, Windows 11, with psu and box

2266 +VAT HP Chromebook X360 laptop, Intel 
Celeron processor, 4GB RAM, 64GB storage, 
Chrome OS, complete with power supply and 
box

2267 +VAT Acer Chromebook Spin 513 laptop, 
running Qualcomm Snapdragon processor, 4GB 
RAM, 64GB storage, complete with power 
supply and box

2268 +VAT Asus Zenbook Duo model UX582L Core 
i9 10th generation processor, 32GB RAM, 1TB 
storage, RTX3070 laptop GPU, running 
Windows 10, includes box, power supply and 
stylus

2269 +VAT Acer Aspire 5 15" laptop with Core i3 11th 
generation processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB 
storage, includes power supply and box

2270 +VAT Dell Latitude 3390 2 in 1 laptop, no power 
supply, locked

2271 +VAT Apple MacBook Pro 15" 2017 Core i7 
processor, 16GB RAM, 1TB storage, running 
Mac OS Monterey, no power supply
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2272 +VAT Apple MacBook model A1286, includes 
replacement power adapter, case has battery 
and motherboard but is faulty (for spares and 
repairs)

2273 +VAT Samsung Chromebook Intel processor, 
4GB RAM, 64GB storage, running Chrome OS, 
model 350XBA-KA2, includes box

2274 +VAT Dell Latitude 3410 laptop, Intel i5 10th 
generation processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB 
storage, running Windows 10, includes power 
supply

2275 +VAT Dell Latitude 5310 laptop, Intel Core i5 
10th generation processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB 
storage, running Windows 10, includes power 
supply

2276 +VAT HP ProBook 430G8, Intel i5 11th 
generation processor, 8GB RAM, 256GB 
storage, running Windows 10

2277 +VAT Haiwei watch fit smart watch in box

2278 +VAT Huawei P30 Pro 128GB smartphone with 
box

2279 +VAT Bag of costume jewellery to include rings, 
bracelets etc

2280 +VAT Samsung Galaxy S22 Ultra 256GB 
smartphone with box

2281 Set of Trident Z Royal 16GB DDR4 RAM kits

2282 +VAT Apple iPhone 5S model A1457, no 
accessories

2283 +VAT Huawei P Smart Z mobile phone, 64GB 
storage with box

2284 +VAT Samsung Galaxy S mobile phone with 
box

2285 +VAT Two Dell Wyse 3040 mini computer 
systems with power supplies

2286 +VAT Two Dell Wyse 3040 mini computer 
systems with power supplies

2287 +VAT Two Dell Wyse 3040 mini computer 
systems with power supplies

2288 +VAT Two Dell Wyse 3040 mini computer 
systems with power supplies

2289 Lenovo ThinkPad T440p laptop with Intel i5-
4300M, 4GB RAM, 500GB SSD and Windows 
10

2290 +VAT Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 SM-T530 16GB 
tablet

2291 +VAT Samsung N130 Notebook (a/f and no 
HDD)

2292 +VAT Amazon Fire 7 9th Gen tablet

2293 +VAT HP Prodesk 400 G7 desktop computer, 
Core i5 10th generation processor, 8GB RAM, 
256GB storage, running Windows 10. no other 
accessories or power supply

2294 Beats Pill speaker in white with charger plus JBL 
speaker

2295 Apple TV unit with no remote

2296 Apple TV unit with no remote

2297 Apple TV unit with no remote

2298 Samsung Galaxy A50 mobile phone with cover 
and charging case

2299 Hyperoptic total Wifi mini hub in box x 2

2300 Beyerdynamic microphone and another in box

2301 Canon 1300EOS digital SLR camera together 
with a Canon EF70 - 300ml lens in carry case 
with accessories

2302 Bag containing a selection of Adrift HD Ghost 
cameras

2303 Bag containing a few watch repair kits

2304 Beats Lady Gaga heartbeats ear buds by 
Monster in box

2305 Selection of mobile phones by Nokia, also 
includes a Samsung Galaxy S3 sold for spares 
and repairs some include boxes

2306 Nuki combo smartlock

2307 Gamekraft P17 gaming headset with box

2308 Box containing various Seagate expansion hubs 
hard drives some with cables x 6

2309 Scuf gaming keyboard in box

2310 Small selection of laptop accessory RAM 
modules

2311 Tattoo kit including elements for tattoo guns, 
three boxes of spare needles, includes two 
tattoo guns in flight case

2313 RedMi 9 Android mobile phone, boxed

2314 Apple iPhone XS Max 256gb in black missing 
sim tray

2315 Sauvage Dior perfume in box

2316 Three Tolkien books to include The Hobbit, 
Unfinished Tales and The Silmarillion

2317 Sumup payment terminal with contactless 
payment system incomplete in box

2318 +VAT Netgear AX series router with network 
cabling and charger
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2319 Samsung tablet and mobile phone sold as 
spares 
£30-40

2320 Roku stick with remote control and charging 
cable

2321 Selection of The Ring and other boxing 
publication sporting memorabilia

2322 2 East German filled stamp books with contents

2323 Selection of Jubilee memorablia as published by 
the Daily Mail and other publications to include 
the coronation of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 
souvenir programme

2324 Celebrities of the stage various parts of the 
stage musical

2325 Selection of movie memorabilia posters, black 
and white Laurel and Hardy pictures and colour 
poster for La Maldicion de los Zombies by 20th 
Century Fox

2326 2 cases of stamp albums containing various 
Commonwealth stamps

2327 Box containing a variety of various comic books 
to include Valiant comics and others

2328 Stamps in album, stockbooks, pages with 
contents

2329 Tray containing various stamp stockbooks and 
stockbook pages (some with contents)

2330 Tray containing a selection of various comic 
books and annuals to include DC VS Vampires 
and others

2331 Box containing various collectors cards, Brook 
Bonds paperback collectors card annuals, etc

2332 Album of first day covers

2333 Stanley Gibbons swiftshore stamp album with 
contents together with another and a tray 
containing various loose stamp items

2334 Replica scale model of Liverpool's Anfield 
football stadium with certificate

2335 Various Star Wars official calendars (some 
unopened)

2336 Star Wars Clone Wars vehicle projection system 
toy together with a Darth Vader figure

2337 4 framed colour pictures of Darth Vader

2338 Tray containing various film cameras to include 
Halina and Zenit

2339 Box containing various film cameras to include 
Kodak and others

2340 Tray of film camera lenses and Canon Dummy 
EF lens plastic model

2341 Selection of England National Team football 
flags

2342 Pair of Tasco Fotura binoculars and a pair of 
10x35 Coppock London binoculars with carry 
case

2343 Box containing a variety of binoculars (some for 
spares and repairs)

2344 3 empty flight cases

2345 Velbon PH-365 camera tripod (no adjustment 
handle)

2346 Hanimex film projector

2347 +VAT Tray containing Pentax film camera, 
various binoculars, scope, etc

2348 Canon VHS film camera together with other 
camera accessories

2349 2 boxes containing various vinyl records

2350 Box containing various vinyl records

2351 Box containing various vinyl records

2352 Weltaflex TLR camera with tripod

2353 Practica MTL5B film camera with Fujika film 
camera and other accessories

2354 Polaroid Supercolour swinger land camera with 
box and other accessories and cameras

2355 2 cases containing a quantity of vinyl records

2356 Airfix Victory model kit and a Subbuteo cricket 
club edition set in box

2357 Cindys Shower set as released by Pedigree

2358 5 various collectable die cast model vehicles to 
include a BMW 327 cabriolet and a Bburago 
Jaguar E Coupe 1961 
£30-50

2359 Franklin Mint precision model for a 1957 
Chevrolet Bel Air

2360 Minnie Mouse and Miss Piggy vintage 
collectable characters 
£10-20

2361 Clear case containing a quantity of Beano 
comics

2362 3 heavy simulated style RC forklift truck toys in 
boxes

2363 Selection of play worn die cast vehicles to 
include some from Disney's Cars

2364 3 various model kits to include a Citroën 15CV 
model together with a United Airlines 727 model 
and an Airfix jet engine construction model

2365 Selection of military die cast vehicles as 
produced by Dinky Toys
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2366 Selection of 00 gauge/H0 gauge railway track 
and Roto wheel cleaner for H0 gauge trains

2367 Various packs of figures to include Batman's 
Legends of Batman figures and Marvel 
character figurines in boxes

2368 Tray containing a variety of film camera 
equipment, binoculars, etc

2369 Box containing various die cast vehicles and 
other toys to include a scale model Mercedes 
300SL from 1954 as made by Burago 
£30-50

2370 +VAT 4 boxed IBM Premier cases

2371 +VAT 3x Atlantis computer carry case

2372 +VAT 3x Atlantis computer carry case

2373 +VAT 3x Atlantis computer carry case

2374 +VAT 3x Atlantis computer carry case

2375 +VAT 3x Atlantis computer carry case

2376 Costume jewellery items in clear bag

2377 Small parcel of jewellery including pendants, 
necklace, watch, artificial pearl necklaces etc 
£10-20

2378 Selection of wristwatches, ball point pen, lighter 
etc

2379 Gents Citizen echo drive watch with black 
leather strap

2380 4 various wristwatches in case to include Swiss 
force watch

2381 Selection of wristwatches to include Rotary, 
Sekonda and others 
£30-60

2382 3 various watches to include a 20HSEN watches

2383 Tray containing various loose watches - some 
for spares and repairs

2384 Selection of costume jewellery items, pens, 
wristwatches etc

2385 Egyptian bookmarks together with a stamp 
album and collectors tea card album with 
contents

2386 Selection of collectable crowns, Winston 
Churchill 1965 and other GB and European 
coinage

2387 Vernons Liverpool midland bank limited 245 
pound and 2 shilling dividend pulling the treble 
chance pull for matches played Saturday 16th 
September 1950 framed and glazed together 
with a Paris France signed baseball

2388 Box containing a quantity of costume jewellery 
items 
£60-80

2389 Bag containing a quantity of silver coloured 
jewellery

2390 Group of gold coloured jewellery items and a 
Roman numeral dial watch

2391 Mixture of costume jewellery items including 
rings, earrings etc - Mostly with cases

2392 Tray containing various watches for spares and 
repairs

2393 Wristwatch with case in black and white

2394 375 hallmarked ring with yellow metal chain in 
case

2395 4 various watches to include Fossil, Elite, Ben 
Sherman and 1 unbranded

2396 Compensated altimeter

2397 2 tray containing a selection of wristwatches to 
include Sekonda, Felca and others

2398 Pair of Stratton mother of pearl cufflinks in case

2399 Wooden cased Roman numeral dialled mantle 
clock

2400 Bag containing a variety of sunglasses

2401 Samsung enterprise solutions IP phones

2402 4 various Ertech dome cameras

2403 Dell S320 projection system in box

2404 Tray containing a large quantity of digital and 
film cameras for spares and repairs

2405 Box containing a variety of valves to include 
Osram and others

2406 Sky TV box in box

2407 Selection of collectible ware ceramics to include 
fine bone china, Staffordshire queen Victoria 
mug

2408 Tray containing various costume jewellery 
bangles and other dress jewellery items

2409 Green plastic crate containing a large quantity of 
film cameras, lens and digital film cameras for 
spares and repairs

2410 Selection of games console headsets and other 
accessories in box

2411 Digi home UHD smart TV in box - untested

2412 I love stereo CD player together with a pair of 
3m document holders and a laminator

2413 HP LCD monitor 19" display

2414 Box containing various Samsung office phones
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2415 Midlands CB transceiver together with a Maplin 
regulated power supply and Midland 
microphone handset and magnet mounted ariel

2416 Solar panelled type S HD quick connect wireless 
back up cam set in box

2417 Flight case with Sony smart engine VHS player 
and remote

2418 +VAT Bosch sound speaker with 12v adaptor 
units

2419 JVC bluetooth DAB hi-fi in box

2420 Panasonic home surround system, subwoofer 
and satellite speakers in cardboard box

2421 1 by 1 7" coloured door phone kits

2422 Ion USB profile turntable

2423 Panasonic DVD player with box and remote

2424 Ion USB turntable

2425 Ministry of sounds CD player with speakers and 
remote

2426 Onkyo receiver model no: TX-XR605 with 
remote

2427 JVC stereo cassette deck model: CD-1740

2428 Panasonic DMR-EX95V HD VHS DVD player 
with box

2429 Pair of AKG Hearo 777 surround wireless 
headphones

2430 +VAT Sony 400 CD mega storage unit model 
no: CDP-CX455

2431 Sony HiFi stereo Nicam video player

2432 Rotel stereo integrated amplifier model: RA-
820B together with Rotel FM tuner and a pair of 
Wharfdale speakers

2433 Sony compact disc player system with speakers

2434 Vintage CD player turntable deck system all in 
one

2435 Toshiba 32" LCD TV displays no image, sound 
only

2436 Technika 26" LCD TV

2437 Toshiba 24" TV with DVD player built in, 
includes remote

2438 Samsung 26" LCD TV

2439 +VAT Sony PS-LX310BT bluetooth turntable 
with box, no belt

2440 Rega Planar turntable with tone arm

2441 JVC mini hi fi component system speakers

2442 Newmark N1 compact scratch mixer

2443 Two bags containing a quantity of mobile phone 
protective screen covers and tablet cases etc.

2444 Three DAB and other radios to include a 
Panasonic CD player radio

2445 Selection of collectable crowns, anniversary 
coins and commemoratives 
£20-30

2446 Bag of various GB coins to include 
commemorative crowns, pennies and two penny 
pieces, threepenny bits etc., mostly post 1947

2447 Mixture of European and GB crowns featuring 
some silver coinage to include 1902 two shilling 
coin, an 1866 one shilling and an 1864 shilling

2448 Selection of American coins to include a Morgan 
head 1892 dollar 
£40-60

2449 +VAT Mixture of GB coins to include various 
post 1947 coins , European currencies and 
World currencies

2450 Case containing a wide selection of GB coinage, 
various reigns including a selection of various 
old copper pennies

2451 2 x collectable coin stamp sets, including the 
day of the Concorde and the commemoration of 
the Apollo space mission 
£25-30

2452 Box containing various loose European coinage, 
decimal coinage sets for GB including 1967, 
Malta 1972 and various other collectors sets 
£50-80

2453 Yale high security alarm system unit in box

2454 Akai bluetooth speaker

2455 2 sets of TickIt binoculars and other items

2456 Matsui DVB player, no remote or accessories

2457 +VAT Touchdown wireless audio with bluetooth 
stool speaker, charger and box

2458 +VAT LG SP2 soundbar with box

2459 +VAT Samsung soundbar A530 with box, power 
cable and remote

2460 Samsung wireless soundbar S61A no power 
supply or remote

2461 +VAT Samsung soundbar A530 , wireless 
subwoofer and accessories

2462 +VAT Sony wise soundbar and subwoofer kit 
model: SG700 with remote

2463 +VAT LG SL8YG wireless soundbar and 
subwoofer kit, no remote
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2464 +VAT Samsung soundbar model: Q600A comes 
with remote wise sound subwoofer and power 
supply

2465 +VAT Phillips 3000 series wireless soundbar 
and subwoofer with remote

2466 +VAT TCL Ray-Danz wireless soundbar and 
subwoofer kit in box

2467 Pair of Bowens monolite 200 with tripod stands , 
flash screens and carry case

2468 Tripod stand with mounts and 8 x 10 camera on 
rolling mount

2469 Multiformat Xerox Docucolor 242 printer system 
for spares and repairs

2470 Monoscope system with protective case

2471 2 well decorated didgeridoos

2472 Refractor telescope skywatcher with tripod and 
weighted tilt accessory

2473 Suzuki guitar with no strings

2474 Audition 6 string acoustic guitar

2475 An acoustic guitar with no strings

2476 Takamine acoustic guitar 6 string in black

2477 +VAT Tanglewood 6 string Navada series 
electric guitar in black and white

2478 Electric guitar in black and white , no strings

2479 +VAT JAS concert flute, pre-tuned with a slip 
case

2480 Two pairs of gaming headsets

2481 Purple violin with no bow, with case

2482 +VAT Two Casio SA-47 electronic keyboards in 
boxes

2483 Boosey and Hawkes London 4 piece clarinet in 
case

2484 Own branded alto sax with case and pipecleaner

2485 Hand drum painted green, red and yellow

2486 Crafter Ashland chromatic guitar tuner and 
cables

2487 Makala Ukulele with only three strings

2488 Tripod with telescope fitted with missing ocular

2489 Meinl instrument stand

2490 Fractal audio systems ax-fx pre amp effects 
processor together with a Carvin DCM 1000watt 
power amp in carry case

2491 Zenta practice guitar speaker

2492 Venus G20 guitar speaker by Gem Electronics

2493 Ampeq micro VR amplifier

2494 Seven piece drum set with sticks and stool by 
Session Pro

3001 +VAT Sage Barista Express coffee machine

3002 +VAT Sage Barista Express coffee machine

3003 +VAT Sage Barista Express coffee machine

3004 +VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual air fryer

3005 +VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual air fryer

3006 +VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual air fryer

3007 +VAT Instant Vortex Plus dual air fryer

3008 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine

3009 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine

3010 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine

3011 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine

3012 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica Evo expresso coffee 
machine

3013 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3014 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3015 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3016 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3017 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3018 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3019 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3020 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3021 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3022 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3023 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3024 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3025 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3026 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3027 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3028 Gourmia digital air fryer (wrong box)

3029 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3030 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3031 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3032 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer
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3033 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3034 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3035 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3036 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3037 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3038 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3039 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3040 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3041 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3042 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3043 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3044 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3045 +VAT Large box of mixed assorted kitchenware 
etc

3046 +VAT Unboxed Instant Vortex Plus fryer plus 
two Instant pots

3047 +VAT Mixed assorted items to include Pukka 
lever arch files, zip lock bags, till roll etc

3048 Electric kettle

3049 Mixed items to include box of books, seat 
cushion etc

3050 +VAT Tray of assorted items to include a self 
organiser, baking tins, place mats etc

3051 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3052 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3053 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3054 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3055 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3056 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3057 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3058 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3059 +VAT Gourmia 5.7L digital air fryer

3060 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3061 +VAT Gourmia 6.7L digital air fryer

3062 +VAT Ninja Foodi health grill & air fryer

3063 +VAT Ninja Foodi pressure cooker

3064 +VAT Instant Pot gourmet crisp & air fryer

3065 +VAT Instant Pot gourmet crisp & air fryer

3066 +VAT Instant Pot gourmet crisp & air fryer

3067 +VAT Instant Pot gourmet crisp & air fryer

3068 +VAT Instant Pot gourmet crisp & air fryer

3069 +VAT Instant Pot gourmet crisp & air fryer

3070 +VAT Instant Pot gourmet crisp & air fryer

3071 +VAT Instant Pot Duo Gourmet multi-use 
pressure cooker

3072 +VAT Instant Pot Duo Gourmet multi-use 
pressure cooker

3073 +VAT Unboxed Sage barista express coffee 
machine

3074 +VAT Unboxed DeLonghi Magnifica Evo coffee 
machine

3075 +VAT 5 x boxes of diamond glass tumblers

3076 +VAT Braun MultiQuick 9 hand whisker

3077 +VAT Braun MultiQuick 9 hand whisker

3078 +VAT Braun MultiQuick 9 hand whisker

3079 +VAT Braun MultiQuick 9 hand whisker

3080 +VAT Tefal Easy soup maker

3081 +VAT Sistema food storage container set

3082 +VAT Kenwood Chef/Major blender attachment

3083 +VAT Crock Pot ceramic bake pans

3084 +VAT Tefal sauté pan

3085 +VAT Box containing mixed items to include 
glassware, dish rack, grilling machine etc

3086 Kenwood mixer/food processor with 
attachments

3087 +VAT Tray containing Rock pots and pans

3088 +VAT Mixed assorted rugs and bath rugs etc

3089 +VAT 2 x shelf organisers

3090 +VAT Bag containing mixed assorted drinking 
bottles

3091 +VAT Box of lever arch files

3092 +VAT Gourmia digital air fryer

3093 +VAT Bag containing mixed cleaning cloths, 
wipes etc

3094 +VAT Unboxed DeLonghi Magnifica S smart 
coffee machine

3095 +VAT Dish racks and space saving laundry 
baskets

3096 +VAT 2 x unboxed Nespresso coffee machines

3097 +VAT Hive desk organiser plus shelf organiser 
and under sink organiser

3098 +VAT Bag containing mixed assorted stationery

3099 +VAT Small bag of mixed lighting
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3100 DeLonghi Magnifica S smart coffee machine

3101 J-Ship shipping scale

3102 +VAT Bag containing mixed assorted items, sun 
readers, Philips toothbrush heads, water pick, 
water flosser etc

3103 +VAT Viners cutlery set

3104 +VAT Viners cutlery set

3105 +VAT Tefal filter fryer

3106 +VAT Tefal filter fryer

3107 +VAT Tefal filter fryer

3108 +VAT Tefal filter fryer

3109 +VAT Kenwood Multipro compact+ food 
processor

3110 +VAT Kenwood Multipro compact+ food 
processor

3111 +VAT 2 x Boxes of Kenwood Multipro food 
processor attachments - no unit

3112 +VAT Kenwood Multipro Compact food 
processor

3113 +VAT Kenwood Multipro Compact food 
processor

3114 +VAT Box of Kenwood food processor 
accessories - no unit

3115 +VAT Kenwood kMix standing mixer

3116 +VAT Food processor with attachments

3117 +VAT Box containing various Henry hoover 
accessories, heads, attachments etc

3118 +VAT 12 x unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers, 
plus a Tefal filter fryer and an Instant Pot

3119 +VAT 12 x unboxed Gourmia digital air fryers, 
plus Instant Pot

3120 +VAT Stack of Tramontina Pro pans

3121 Instant Pot crisp and air fryer

3122 +VAT 2 x boxes of all purpose stoneware bowls

3123 +VAT 2 x boxes of all purpose stoneware bowls

3124 +VAT 2 x boxes of all purpose stoneware bowls

3125 +VAT Melitta barista express smart coffee 
machine

3126 +VAT Food & Friends Lazy Susan

3127 +VAT Food & Friends Lazy Susan

3128 +VAT KitchenAid 4.3L standing mixer

3129 +VAT Kenwood Chef XL kitchen machine

3130 +VAT DeLonghi Magnifica S smart coffee 
machine

3131 +VAT 2 x Starfrit The Rock stock pots

3132 +VAT Dualit coffee grinder

3133 +VAT Nespresso magimix Vertuo Plus coffee 
machine

3134 +VAT Nespresso magimix Vertuo Plus coffee 
machine

3135 +VAT Box of Laurie Gates bowls, plus 2 x boxes 
of Diamond glass tumblers

3136 +VAT Instant Pot Duo Gourmet multiuse 
pressure cooker

3137 +VAT 3 x boxes of Kilner glass drinks 
dispensers

3138 +VAT Box of Easy Serve porcelain serving 
dishes

3139 +VAT 2 x water filter jugs plus a box of 
cartridges

3140 +VAT Sabatier expandable dish rack

3141 +VAT Kenwood Classic standing mixer with one 
attachment

3142 +VAT Nescafe Dolce Gusto Mini Me coffee 
machine

3143 +VAT Cordless massage gun

3144 +VAT Folding BBQ with cooler bag

3145 +VAT Braun CareStyle Compact steamer iron

3146 +VAT Philips steam iron

3147 +VAT 2 x boxes of Flash Speed Mop wet cloths

3148 +VAT Box containing a Kenwood food processor 
with attachments

3149 +VAT Tefal Convenience Series food steamer

3150 Morphy Richards filter coffee machine

3151 +VAT 5 x boxes of Mesa basket paniers

3152 Philips steam iron

3153 +VAT Bag of mixed assorted items, lighting, 
stationery etc

3154 +VAT Unboxed foot massager

3155 +VAT Shark cordless stick anti hair wrap 
vacuum

3156 +VAT Shark cordless stick anti hair wrap 
vacuum

3157 +VAT Shark cordless stick anti hair wrap 
vacuum

3158 +VAT Shark cordless stick anti hair wrap 
vacuum
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3159 +VAT Shark cordless stick anti hair wrap 
vacuum

3160 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 cordless stick vacuum

3161 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 cordless stick vacuum

3162 +VAT Samsung Jet 90 cordless stick vacuum

3163 +VAT Samsung Jet 90 cordless stick vacuum

3164 +VAT Unboxed Samsung Jet 90 cordless stick 
vacuum with pole, head, 2 attachments and 
charger, no battery

3165 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 cordless stick vacuum 
with pole, head, 2 attachments, battery and 
charger

3166 +VAT Samsung Jet 70 cordless stick vacuum 
with pole, head, 2 attachments, battery and 
charger

3167 +VAT Unboxed Bissell Icon 25v cordless 
vacuum with pole, head and battery, no charger 
or any other attachments

3168 Handheld Dyson V6 Trigger vacuum with 1 
attachment and a charger

3169 Handheld Dyson V8 Absolute with pole, head 
and a charger

3170 +VAT 2 unboxed WooZoo desktop fans

3171 +VAT Meaco room air circulator fan

3172 +VAT Bissell SpotClean ProHeat 
carpet/upholstery washer

3173 +VAT Unboxed Bissell SpotClean ProHeat 
carpet/upholstery washer

3174 +VAT Aircraft Powerglide cordless hard floor 
cleaner

3175 +VAT 2 unboxed steamer irons

3176 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pole, head and 
small bag of attachments

3177 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum with pole, head and 
small bag of attachments

3178 +VAT Box of Henry vacuum bags

3179 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3180 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3181 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3182 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3183 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3184 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3185 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3186 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3187 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3188 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3189 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3190 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3191 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3192 +VAT Henry Micro vacuum cleaner, no pole

3193 +VAT Multi 3-in-1 heater, cooling fan and air 
steriliser system

3194 Hyundai steam mop

3195 Upright Vax carpet cleaner

3196 +VAT Upright Bissell 3-in-1 Crosswave multi-
surface cleaning system

3197 +VAT Upright Bissell 3-in-1 Crosswave multi-
surface cleaning system

3198 +VAT Boxed upright Bissell 3-in-1 Crosswave 
multi-surface cleaning system

3199 +VAT Shark cordless vacuum

3200 +VAT Upright GTech air-ram, no charger

3201 +VAT Upright GTech air-ram

3202 +VAT Upright GTech air-ram

3203 +VAT Upright GTech air-ram

3204 +VAT Upright GTech air-ram

3205 +VAT Upright Bosch 25.2v vacuum with charger

3206 +VAT Upright Shark steam mop with box

3207 +VAT Upright Aircraft cordless hard floor cleaner 
with PSU

3208 +VAT NSA pedestal fan with PSU and remote

3209 +VAT Box containing loose upright Shark steam 
mops

3210 Humidifier

3211 Pallet of various household-ware, blue roll etc.

3212 Large pallet of mixed adult clothing

3213 +VAT *Sealed in box* KitchenAid 100-year ltd. 
ed. Queen of Hearts electric kettle

3214 +VAT Osprey London croc-style handbag

3215 +VAT Lego flower bouquet

3216 4 Paul&Shark men's shirts

3217 4 Paul&Shark men's shirts

3218 4 Paul&Shark men's shirts

3219 +VAT Waterford vase, boxed

3220 +VAT Faberware knife block set
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3221 2 F1 75ml eau de parfums

3222 +VAT Quantity of JosephJoseph kitchen knives

3223 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3224 +VAT 2 mini hard-shelled suitcases

3225 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3226 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3227 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3228 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase 
with box

3229 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase 
with box

3230 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3231 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3232 +VAT 2 mini hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcases

3233 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3234 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase 
with box

3235 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase 
with box

3236 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase 
with box

3237 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3238 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3239 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3240 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3241 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3242 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3243 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase

3244 +VAT Rock London large fabric suitcase

3245 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase 
with box

3246 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase 
with box

3247 +VAT Mini hard-shelled Ricardo suitcase

3248 +VAT Rock large fabric suitcase

3249 +VAT Large hard-shelled American Tourister 
suitcase

3250 Gina Bacconi dress size 22 plus ladies Hugo 
Boss skirt size 10

3251 +VAT Large hard-shelled Samsonite suitcase 
with box

3252 Colours ceiling light

3253 +VAT Mixture of items to include storage boxes, 
lockable desktop sets, Pukka files etc.

3254 Pair of ladies black laced boots

3255 8 Interactor cushions

3256 +VAT WaterPik water flosser

3257 +VAT WaterPik water flosser

3258 +VAT WaterPik water flosser

3259 +VAT WaterPik water flosser

3260 +VAT WaterPik water flosser

3261 +VAT WaterPik water flosser

3262 +VAT 2 pairs of neoprene adult wetsuits

3263 +VAT 2 neoprene ladies wetsuits

3264 +VAT 20 mixed ladies swimsuits

3265 4 pairs of children's neoprene wetsuits

3266 +VAT Box of USB LED Sentinel lights

3267 Box of mixed sport-style clothing

3268 +VAT Weighted blanket

3269 Wine corkscrew set

3270 Box of 5-in-1 foundations

3271 Cordless massage gun

3272 +VAT 5 Brookstone heated throws

3273 High-vis workwear jacket

3274 +VAT 3 OttlLite LED desklamps plus 1 unboxed

3275 +VAT 2 300w hand mixers

3276 +VAT Bag of Hyundai AAA batteries

3277 +VAT Eco Sensible Living HD mirror

3278 +VAT LED wax remote set plus a waffle set

3279 +VAT Denby tableware set

3280 +VAT Quantity of Peppa Pig toddler duvet set

3281 +VAT Quantity of Peppa Pig toddler duvet set

3282 +VAT Box of various nail varnishes

3283 2 packs of anti-extreme gel

3284 +VAT 4 loose Hotel Grand pillows
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3285 +VAT Sleep weighted blanket

3286 +VAT 2 Sanderson luxury deep-filled pillows

3287 +VAT 2 mixed size laundry bins and a storage 
box

3288 +VAT 2 large bags of miscellany

3289 Box containing Qur'an books and others

3290 +VAT Stack of various mixed-size storage boxes

3291 Bag containing diamond facet art kits

3292 Box of white money boxes

3293 Quantity of mixed-size document bags plus a 
bag if various wipes

3294 Box of LED string/rope lighting

3295 Selection of various craft items

3296 Large bag of medical luxury energizing daily 
wear men's socks

3297 Bag containing cosmetic brushes

3298 Lot containing 2 x LED lenses and some Elf 
moving ceiling projectors

3299 Black Michael Kors handbag plus a Coach New 
York handbag

3300 Lot containing Simplicity felting table plus 2 x 
Simply Deluxe rotary cutting embossers and 
deluxe felting machine

3301 Elna sewing machine with pedal

3302 Lot containing some Screen Sensation crafting 
bags

3303 Winnie the Pooh The Complete Book Collection

3304 +VAT Kurt Geiger Strut white leather ankle 
boots size EU 36 (signs of use)

3305 2 x trays of children's books

3306 Bag containing some Dr Who, The 11 Doctor's 
micro figure sets and a Dr Who Adventure set

3307 Bag containing Dr Who collectables to include a 
Cyberman, attack figure and nesting doll set etc

3308 Bag of Dr Who collectables to include figures, 
Darlek lamp, Dr Who mugs etc

3309 Bag containing Dr Who collectables including Dr 
Who app game, figurine, bump and go cybermat 
etc

3310 Bag of Dr Who collectables to include a Darlek 
set and Tardis mini die cast sets, model sets etc

3311 +VAT Clothes airers plus 2 x boxed and 1 x 
unboxed Black & Decker heated airers

3312 +VAT Sharper Image Bodyscan pillow

3313 +VAT 2 x Sealy queen sized airbeds

3314 +VAT 2 x Sealy queen sized airbeds

3315 +VAT 2 x Sealy queen sized airbeds

3316 +VAT 2 x Sealy queen sized airbeds

3317 +VAT 2 x Sealy queen sized airbeds, plus a 
wireless charging lamp and neck and back 
massager

3318 +VAT 3 x boxed Sealy queen sized airbeds

3319 +VAT 100+ women's bra/swimwear tops in 
assorted sizes

3320 +VAT 4 wheel roller travel case

3321 +VAT Box containing ballpoint pens, notebooks 
etc

3322 +VAT 2 x Brookstone heated throws and electric 
blanket

3323 +VAT Disney Frozen queen size plush throw 
plus 2 x Life Comfort Sherpa fleeces

3324 Sealy queen size airbed

3325 +VAT Snuggledown premium duck down duvet 
plus a Sanderson luxury pillow

3326 +VAT 4 x Disney Frozen beanbags

3327 +VAT Eko Sensible Living Bin

3328 +VAT Eko Sensible Living Bin

3329 +VAT Gravity Fitness set in bag

3330 Box of approx. 50 bath rugs

3331 Box of approx. 50 bath rugs

3332 Maisto Special Edition 1:18 scale Ferrari 550 
model car, plus a Ferrari 1987 model car

3333 +VAT Michael Kors continental leather wallet

3334 2 x Ed the Duck lunch boxes

3335 Adidas hanging punch bag

3336 Adjustable massager

3337 +VAT 2 x boxed pairs of used man's boots

3338 +VAT 24kg dumb bell set

3339 +VAT Upper body kit

3340 Large box of mixed childrens toys

3341 +VAT Children's Intex swimming pool plus a 
bouncy castle

3342 +VAT Barbie figure and vehicle set, plus a 
Barbie figure and unicorn set

3343 +VAT vteck 4-in-1 touch and learn activity desk

3344 vteck toot-toot drivers race tower set

3345 +VAT 3 x Squashamal toys plus a rabbit
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3346 +VAT Lego Speed Champions car set

3347 +VAT Large shelf of mixed assorted toys to 
include Carrera, Nerf, Mario Cart etc

3348 +VAT 4 x children's Intex bouncy castles

3349 +VAT Lot containing 2 x Kong & Play packs, a 
special edition model car, some water buddies, 
Mario Cart etc

3350 +VAT Wooden chess and dominoes set

3351 +VAT Selection of mixed toys, Studio Creator, 
Science Museum, Wild Globe etc

3352 Cry Babies Tina toy

3353 Bag of Dr Who collectables, Dr Who collector 
figure etc

3354 Bag of Dr Who collectable figures, The Dr & 
Space Figure, Satan Pit set etc

3355 Bag of mixed Dr Who collectables, figures, 
replica weapon etc

3356 Bag of mixed Dr Who collectable figures and 
toys

3357 +VAT Selection on Intex swimming pools

3358 +VAT Adidas performance ab bench

3359 +VAT Adidas performance ab bench

3360 Box of mixed toys

3361 Fold out rowing machine and ab trainer

3362 +VAT Marshmallow making sets

3363 +VAT Children's Intex bouncy castles, 
swimming pools etc

3364 Box of 12 month+ educational wooden jigsaw 
puzzles

3365 +VAT Box of MBA basketballs

3366 +VAT Bag containing some mitre footballs

3367 +VAT Bag of mitre and MBA basketballs

3368 Electric treadmill

3369 +VAT ProForm treadmill

3370 +VAT Adidas weight bench

3371 Kettler cross trainer

3372 Sportstech weight bench plus bars and weight 
plates

3373 York Fitness 2-in-1 cycle cross trainer

3374 +VAT Dissembled Adidas exercise cross 
trainer/bike

3375 +VAT Air Flow Control Nordic Track rowing 
machine

3376 +VAT Aquescutum Harrods ladies' coat in light 
tan, used condition, size unknown (possibly size 
18) (hanging)

3377 +VAT Joseph Ribkoff blue jersey dress, size 22 
(hanging)

3378 Lighthouse Iona long coat in deep green, size 14

3379 +VAT Run & Fly dinosaur print dungarees in 
jade size XS (hanging)

3380 +VAT Pretty Little Thing cream Premium Teddy 
Bear Borg Military trim coat, size 6

3381 +VAT CP Company Hooded Open Diagonal 
Raised Fleece in mustard yellow, size XXXL

3382 +VAT Authentic 1975 Avirex full zip leather 
jacket

3383 +VAT Made in England full zipped tweed style 
jacket

3384 Woolrich full zip fur hooded coat, size 14

3385 Ralph Lauren gilet, size XS

3386 +VAT Hotpoint single door freezer

3387 +VAT Logik fridge freezer

3388 +VAT Gas hob

3389 +VAT Tabletop fridge

3390 +VAT Small White Knight sensor dryer

3391 +VAT Hisense chest freezer

3392 +VAT Rangemaster cooker

3393 +VAT Bosch series 4 washing machine

3394 +VAT Smeg factory sealed dishwasher

3395 +VAT Zanussi cooker hood

3396 +VAT Black Panasonic microwave

3397 +VAT Black Panasonic microwave

3398 +VAT Miele fridge freezer

3399 +VAT Blomberg under counter freezer

3400 Candy fridge freezer

3401 Siemens single door freezer

3402 Black Zanussi double oven with hob

3403 Indesit electric cooker

3404 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3405 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3406 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3407 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3408 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs
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3409 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3410 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3411 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3412 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3413 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3414 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3415 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3416 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3417 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3418 +VAT Tray of Elle seamless ladies briefs

3419 +VAT Three trays of straight leg lounge pants

3420 +VAT Three trays of straight leg lounge pants

3421 +VAT Three trays of straight leg lounge pants

3422 +VAT Three trays of straight leg lounge pants

3423 Full zip hooded Nike coat plus two pairs of Nike 
shorts

3424 Nike full zipped tracksuit

3425 Hi vis jacket

3426 +VAT Pair of Heelside hotrt+ snowboarding 
boots in black size 47.5 (some signs of wear)

3427 +VAT Derma rollers, toe clippers, manicure sets, 
beard trimmer, tweezers etc

3428 +VAT Bag of WaterPick water flossers

3501 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3502 +VAT Selection of Zara, Pull & Bear and 
Stradivarius clothing in various styles

3503 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Levi, 
H&M, Topshop, etc

3504 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Puma, etc

3505 +VAT Selection of River Island clothing in 
various styles

3506 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Helene 
Berman, Karen Millen, Pretty Lavish, Phase 
Eight, Lipsy London and Laura Ashley

3507 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oh Polly, 
Jigsaw, Nasty Gal, Pretty Little Thing and 
Capsule

3508 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Pretty 
Green, Lacoste, Berghaus, Patagonia and 
Diesel

3509 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3510 +VAT Selection of hats in various styles

3511 +VAT Jimmy Choo London leopard print large 
handbag

3512 +VAT Carvela Kurt Gieger backpack in black

3513 +VAT 2 Victoria's Secret handbags in black and 
white

3514 +VAT Kipling over the shoulder handbag in 
black with Gracetao monkey keyring

3515 +VAT Jasper Conran large handbag in black

3516 +VAT Dai ladies notch skirt in black size 8 
(hanging)

3517 +VAT Dai ladies wool stretch twill bau blazer in 
black size 12 (hanging)

3518 +VAT Dai ladies bow neck blouse in white size 
12 (hanging)

3519 +VAT Dai ladies merino wool / rayon co the 
lounge jumper in midnight / black size XS 
(hanging)

3520 +VAT Dai ladies plant silk chief blouse in 
evergreen size M (hanging)

3521 +VAT Ted Baker London men's tailored fit 
trousers in blue size 36R (hanging)

3522 +VAT The Fold ladies camelot dress in blue size 
12 (hanging)

3523 +VAT Gnocchi Jeans logo print puffer jacket 
size XXL (hanging)

3524 +VAT Lighthouse ladies iona jacket in deep teal 
size 16 (hanging)

3525 +VAT Jakke ladies faux fur jacket in lilac size 12 
(hanging)

3526 +VAT Barbour ladies jacket in black size 12 
(hanging)

3527 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3528 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing in various styles

3529 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include H&M, 
M&S, Bershka, etc

3530 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Blue 
Vanilla, Oh Polly, NA-KD, Zara and River Island

3531 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Seasalt 
Cornwall, Nobody's Child, River Island, Hollister, 
Monsoon and Joules

3532 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Polo Ralph 
Lauren, Weekend Offender, Luke and Hugo 
Boss

3533 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3534 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear
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3535 +VAT Selection of various accessories to 
include gloves, scarfs, belts, etc

3536 +VAT Rainbow Socks burger love and fries 
socks box novelty gift set

3537 +VAT Pendleton knit baby blanket with beanie 
hat in canyon lands dessert design

3538 +VAT Ted Baker London handbag in light grey 
with dust bag

3539 +VAT 2 Lighthouse ladies Victoria and Alice 
jackets in sand and soft teal both size 14

3540 +VAT Barbour International ladies lineout quilted 
long length belted jacket in black size 16 
(hanging)

3541 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3542 +VAT Selection of Zara, Bershka and Pull & 
Bear clothing in various styles

3543 +VAT Selection of Zara, Bershka and Pull & 
Bear clothing in various styles

3544 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Missguided, Bershka, Zara, etc

3545 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Gymshark, etc

3546 +VAT Selection of Beija London ladies 
underwear in various styles and colours

3547 +VAT Selection of Pretty Little Thing clothing in 
various styles

3548 +VAT Selection of BooHoo clothing in various 
styles

3549 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Vear 
Moda, WoolOvers, Boden, Lipsy London, Club 
London, Hope & Ivy and Lola May

3550 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Urban 
Outfitters, Converse, Gilly Hicks and Jaded 
London

3551 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Banana 
Republic, Toast, Oliver Bonas, MSCH, Folk and 
Seasalt Cornwall

3552 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Ben 
Sherman, Jack & Jones, Patagonia, Pyjtrl and 
Boss

3553 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Dime 
Garcons, Barbour, Wired Fish and Pretty Green

3554 +VAT Iris Apfel x H&M jacquard weave skirt in 
green / purple size 12 (hanging)

3555 +VAT Ted Baker frankln striped knitted scarf in 
red

3556 +VAT Vilebrequin men's nenuphar turtle print 
shorts size XL (hanging)

3557 +VAT Vilebrequin men's nenuphar turtle print 
shorts size XXL (hanging)

3558 +VAT Ralph Lauren men's chambray slim fit 
shirt in light grey size medium (hanging)

3559 +VAT Ganni ladies cropped tie round blouse in 
bright white size 34 (hanging)

3560 +VAT Tom Ford men's casual denim shirt in 
dark grey size 44 (hanging)

3561 +VAT 5 Misspap handbags in various designs 
and colours

3562 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3563 +VAT Selection of Zara, Pull & Bear, Massimo 
Dutti, Bershka and Stradivarius clothing in 
various styles

3564 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Levi, 
Zara, Missguided, Joules, etc

3565 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include 
Castrelli, Nike, Under Armour, etc

3566 +VAT Selection of Pretty Green clothing in 
various styles

3567 +VAT Selection of Boden clothing in various 
styles

3568 +VAT Selection of Monsoon clothing in various 
styles

3569 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Jigsaw, 
Mango, Club London, Karen Millen and Coast

3570 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oliver 
Bonas, Lucy & Yak and Warehouse

3571 +VAT 2 Pairs of Dai ladies reco double bonded 
cream of the crop 2.0 trousers in black sizes 
small & 8

3572 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger men's slim fit drawsrting 
shorts size medium (hanging)

3573 +VAT Trapstar two piece tracksuit in black size 
medium (bagged)

3574 +VAT Kate Spade New York large slim bifold 
wallet

3575 +VAT Palm Angels classic logo over tee in lilac 
white size large (hanging)

3576 +VAT 2 River Island handbags to include large 
handbag and small over the shoulder bag

3577 +VAT Jenifer Lopez JLO handbag in cream with 
dust bag

3578 +VAT Zara teddy bear cross boy handbag in 
lilac

3579 +VAT Adriana Papell ladies sequin leaf print 
nude bodycon dress size 10 (hanging)
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3580 +VAT Lighthouse ladies iona waterpoof jacket in 
midnight size 10 (hanging)

3581 +VAT Selection of bags, handbags, wallets, etc

3582 +VAT Banned Alternative large black cat 
handbag

3583 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3584 +VAT Selection of Zara and Pull & Bear clothing 
in various styles

3585 +VAT Selection of Zara, Pull & Bear and 
Bershka clothing in various styles

3586 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Levi, 
Nasty Gal, BooHoo, etc

3587 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Gym King, Under Armour, etc

3588 +VAT Selection of Aybl sportswear in various 
designs

3589 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Skopes, 
Armani Exchange, Emporio Armani, Ralph 
Lauren, Pretty Green, Lacoste and Allsaints

3590 +VAT Selection of Joules clothing in various 
styles

3591 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Jigsaw, 
New Look, River Island, Cath Kidston, .Object, 
COS and Los Angeles Atelier & Other Stories

3592 +VAT Selection of Roman clothing in various 
styles

3593 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oasis, 
Club London, Karen Millen and Monsoon

3594 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3595 +VAT Selection of hats in various styles

3596 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3597 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3598 +VAT Stella McCartney snake skin effect clutch 
bag in brown

3599 +VAT Leathario herren messenger bag in black 
with dust bag

3600 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3601 +VAT Selection of Zara, Bershka and 
Stradivarius clothing in various styles

3602 +VAT Selection of Zara, Massimo Dutti and 
Stradivarius clothing in various styles

3603 +VAT Selection of Zara clothing in various styles

3604 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Next, 
New Look, H&M, etc

3605 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Speedo, Gym King, etc

3606 +VAT Ridgeline New Zealand ladies tribe hoodie 
and bandit bushshirt both size medium

3607 +VAT Selection of clothing to include French 
Connection, White Stuff, Hobbs, Urban 
Outfitters, Reiss, B.Young, Toast and Maniere 
De Voir

3608 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Liquorish, 
Urban Outfitters, COS, Reiss, River Island, 
House of Cb and Oh Polly

3609 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Weird 
Fish, Ted Baker, Ralph Lauren, Pretty Green 
and Saltrock

3610 +VAT Selection of clothing to include 
Threadbare, Monsoon, All Saints, River Island, 
Los Angeles Atelier & Other Stories and COS

3611 +VAT Selection of various accessories to 
include umbrellas, scarfs, gloves, etc

3612 +VAT Coach New York medium corner zip purse 
in khaki / bold pink

3613 +VAT Club Monaco the kick crop jeans in indigo 
blue size 27 (hanging)

3614 +VAT 2 Maine ladies hooded fleece lined 
shower resistant parka jackets in cobalt sizes 16 
and 18

3615 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3616 +VAT Selection of Zara and Stradivarius 
clothing in various designs

3617 +VAT Selection of Zara, Pull & Bear, 
Stradivarius and Bershka clothing in various 
designs

3618 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Brave 
Soul, H&M, Missguided, etc

3619 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include River 
Island, Levi, Atelier & Other Stories, etc

3620 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include Pull & 
Bear, River Island, BooHoo, etc

3621 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Sweaty 
Betty, Nike, Champion, etc

3622 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Never 
Fully Dressed, River Island, Urban Outfitters, 
Superdry, Blue Vanilla and Cotton:On

3623 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Oh Polly, 
Hotsquash London, River Island, Urban Revivo, 
Liquorish, Oasis & Coast

3624 +VAT 3 AOF Art of Football tees in various 
designs all size XL
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3625 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3626 +VAT Selection of mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3627 +VAT 2 Emporio Armani t-shirts in light grey and 
dark grey both size medium

3628 +VAT A Bathing Ape Baby Milo the circle is now 
complete t-shirt in brown size medium (hanging)

3629 +VAT Kipling quilted handbag in navy with pom 
pom Kiara monkey keyring

3630 +VAT 2 New Girl Order tie dye slogan 
sweatshirts sizes 18 and 20

3631 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3632 +VAT Selection of Zara, Pull & Bear and 
Stradivarius clothing in various styles

3633 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Stradivarius, Boden, Dorothy Perkins, No Fear, 
etc

3634 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include 
Reebok, Adidas, Nike, etc

3635 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Pure 
Collection, Warehouse, B.Young, Hush, 
Marvotti, Urban Outfitters, Mantaray and 
Prettylittlething

3636 +VAT Selection of clothing to include 
Abercrombie, Superdry, ME+EM, Pure 
Collection, Stockholm Atelier & Other Stories, 
DKNY, and Next / Mix

3637 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Hugo 
Boss, Pretty Green, and D-Rock

3637 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Hugo 
Boss, Pretty Green, and D-Rock

3638 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Moss, 
Superdry, Cavani, Patagonia and Mango

3638 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Moss, 
Superdry, Cavani, Patagonia and Mango

3639 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Dorothy 
Perkins, Pretty Lavish, Oh Polly, Club London, 
Never Fully Dressed and Forgotten Tribes

3640 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3640 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3641 +VAT Fred Perry polo shirt together with velour 
bomber jacket sizes medium and large

3642 +VAT Hugo Boss x Justin Teodoro all over heart 
logo skirt in black size small (hanging)

3643 +VAT Ted Baker London ladies black ribber top 
size 2 (hanging)

3644 +VAT Jam Industries teddy fleece borg jacket in 
white size small (hanging)

3645 +VAT Ted Baker London knot bow cross body 
handbag in black with dust bag

3646 +VAT Nordace large quilted backpack in black

3647 +VAT Pretty Green paisley messenger bag

3648 +VAT Fjall Raven kanken original backpack in 
lilac

3649 +VAT New Girl Order oversized mushroom 
graphics tee size 18 together with graffiti cycling 
shorts size 6

3650 +VAT Selection of various Calvin Klein boxer 
shorts in various styles sizes small & medium

3651 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3652 +VAT Selection of Zara and Bershka clothing in 
various styles

3653 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include 
Missguided, Prettylittlething, Wrangler, etc

3654 +VAT Selection of sportswear to include Nike, 
Gymshark, Lazuli Label, etc

3655 +VAT Selection of clothing to include James 
Meade Limited, Jack & Jones, Lacoste, FTP, 
Paul Smith and Hugo Boss

3656 +VAT Selection of clothing to include BDG, Rare 
London, Monsoon, Pink Vanilla, Collusion and 
COS

3657 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Twisted 
Wunder, Lipsy London, Prettylittlething, Love 
Triangle, Pretty Lavish and Club London

3658 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Schoffel, 
Maine, Brave Soul Boutique, COS, and Arket

3659 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Karen 
Millan, Hush, Seafolly, White Stuff and Arket

3660 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Karen 
Millan, Sosandar, Glamorous, Pretty Lavish and 
Club London

3661 +VAT 20x Sloggi basic+ 2x maxi cotton brief 
packs

3662 +VAT Selection of mixed paired socks

3663 +VAT Selection mixed ladies and men's 
underwear

3664 +VAT Karen Millen bandage knit fringe tiered 
dress in black size xs (hanging)

3665 +VAT Karen Millen cornelli embellished fringed 
woven dress in red size 14 (hanging)
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3666 +VAT Napapijri mens borg jacket in navy size 
XXL (hanging)

3667 +VAT Ted Baker faux snakeskin large handbag 
in black with dust bag

3668 +VAT Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's 
clothing

3669 +VAT Selection of Zara, Stradivarius, Bershka, 
Pull & Bear in various styles

3670 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include River 
Island, New Look, Misguided etc

3671 +VAT Selection of denim wear to include M&S, 
H&M, I saw it first etc

3672 +VAT Selection of sports wear to include Nike, 
Adidas, Hype etc

3673 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Paris 
Atelier, Closet London, Glamorous, Sisters of 
the Tribe and Los Angeles Atelier

3674 +VAT Selection of clothing to include River 
Island, Paris Atelier, Public Desire, Sisters of the 
Tribe and Hollister

3675 +VAT Selection of clothing to include 
Prettylittlething and Asos

3676 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Club 
London, Abercrombie Kids, Noisy May, Monki, 
Paris Atelier and Closet London

3677 +VAT Selection of Asos clothing in various 
styles

3678 +VAT Selection of clothing to include MNG, 
Vetono, Hush, Sezane and JK Attire

3679 +VAT Selection of clothing to include Hugo 
Boss, Bolger, Harris Tweed, Ben Sherman and 
Asos Design

3680 +VAT Selection of clothing to include White Icy, 
Olive & Frank and Roman.

3681 +VAT Selection of Shein clothing in various 
styles

3682 +VAT Selection of hats in various styles

3683 +VAT Selection of Bags in various styles

3684 +VAT Barbour summer liddesdale quilt jacket in 
navy size 10 (hanging)

3685 +VAT Damson Madder bold floral print flare 
trousers in brown size 12 (hanging)

3686 +VAT Lighthouse beachcomber waterproof 
jacket in sea blue size 12 (hanging)

3687 +VAT Surfanic waterproof trousers in white size 
M (hanging)

3688 +VAT Nica handbag in brown

3689 +VAT Pallet containing mixed clothing

3690 +VAT Bag containing selection of Zara clothing

3691 +VAT Bag containing selection of denimwear, 
including River Island, Diesel, Crew Clothing 
Company etc

3692 +VAT Bag containing selection of sportswear, 
including Nike, Nicce, Sweaty Betty etc

3693 +VAT Bag containing six Hummel Authentic half 
zip sweatshirts in black, size medium

3694 +VAT Bag containing six Hummel Authentic half 
zip sweatshirts in black, size medium

3695 +VAT Bag containing six Hummel Authentic half 
zip sweatshirts in black, size medium

3696 +VAT Bag containing seven Hummel Authentic 
half zip sweatshirts in black, size medium

3697 +VAT Bag containing six Hummel Authentic half 
zip sweatshirts in black, size large

3698 +VAT Bag containing six Hummel Authentic half 
zip sweatshirts in black, size large

3699 +VAT Bag containing five Hummel Authentic 
half zip sweatshirts in black, size large

3700 +VAT Bag containing accessories, including 
scarves, gloves, umbrellas etc

3701 +VAT Bag containing pair of Spanx faux leather 
leggings and pair of Spanx green cargo pants, 
both size medium

3702 +VAT Jack Murphy Prue navy herringbone 
check jacket, size 8 (hanging)

3703 +VAT Surfanic Glow Surtex pants in white, size 
large

3704 +VAT Knomo Elektronista digital clutch bag for 
tablets, phones, accessories etc (with dustbag)

3705 +VAT Ted Baker pleated midi dress with black 
sleeveless bodice size 5 (hanging)

3706 +VAT Michael Kors zip front shirt dress in green, 
size large (hanging)

3707 +VAT Bag containing tops and shorts, including 
Ralph Lauren, Regatta, Collusion, and Pretty 
Green

3708 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Lucy & Yak, 
Hobbs, River Island, and Joanna Hope

3709 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Maniere De 
Voire, Lipsy London, Sticky Fingers, All Saints 
and River Island

3710 +VAT Bag containing clothing from Atelier & 
Other Stories, Club L, MNG, Seasalt, and Monkl

3761 Unbreakable Comet Honey colour S1P SRC 
safety work boots Size 10

3762 Unbreakable Hurricane in black WR SRC safety 
work boots Size 8
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3763 Unbreakable Hurricane in black WR SRC safety 
work boots Size 11

3764 Unbreakable Granite Brown S3 SRC Dealer 
safety work boots Size 8

3765 Unbreakable Granite Brown S3 SRC Dealer 
safety work boots Size 10

3766 Unbreakable Granite Brown S3 SRC Dealer 
safety work boots Size 10

3767 Unbreakable Tornado Brown S3 SRC WR Zip 
safety work boots Size 7

3768 Unbreakable Tornado Brown S3 SRC WR Zip 
safety work boots Size 8

3769 Unbreakable Tornado Brown S3 SRC WR Zip 
safety work boots Size 11

3770 Unbreakable Tornado Black S3 SRC WR Zip 
safety work boots Size 10

3771 +VAT Sketchers memory foam slip on comfort 
trainers Size 7 in black

3772 +VAT 13 x DKNY 2 piece pyjama sets

3773 +VAT 12 Champion natural/country walnut tie 
dye ladies joggers Size S

3774 +VAT 12 Champion natural/country walnut tie 
dye ladies joggers Size S

3775 +VAT 12 Champion natural/country walnut tie 
dye ladies joggers Size S

3776 +VAT 16 Champion natural/country walnut tie 
dye ladies joggers Sizes S, L and XL

3777 +VAT 18 Champion natural/country walnut tie 
dye ladies joggers Sizes M

3778 +VAT 18 Champion natural/country walnut tie 
dye ladies joggers Sizes M

3779 +VAT 11 Champion Cargo Olive and Berry 
Purple ladies joggers Sizes S & L

3780 +VAT 3 large throws

3781 +VAT Night Owl double coverless duvet

3782 +VAT Night Owl double coverless duvet and 
double electric blanket

3783 +VAT 3 Large fawn colour throws

3784 +VAT 2 large grey and 1 large leaf design 
throws

3785 +VAT Large fawn colour throw and 2 pink 
cushions

3786 +VAT Bag containing 10 pairs of ladies sandals, 
high heel, flat and slip on shoes in various sizes

3787 +VAT 2 pairs of ladies Pavers sandals Size 5 
and pair of Pavers slip on ladies shoes Size 8

3788 +VAT Bag containing 10 pairs of ladies sandals, 
high heel and flat shoes in assorted sizes

3789 +VAT Moon Boot Mars Reflex reflective snow 
boots Size 7,5/8

3790 +VAT Pair of ladies Hobbs Holford Brogued slip 
on shoes in chocolate Size 39 1/2

3791 +VAT Bag containing 6 pairs of ladies high heal, 
ankle & calf length boots in various sizes

3792 +VAT 2 pairs of Topshop Wade premium leather 
chunky heeled mule sandals in pale pink Sizes 6 
& 7

3793 +VAT 7 pairs of ladies trainers, sandals & shoes 
including M&S, H&M, New Look etc in various 
sizes

3794 +VAT Fairfax & Favour The Monte Carlo driver 
chocolate colour suede driving shoes Size 11

3795 +VAT Puma men's RS-Fast Futurverse running 
shoes in grey Size 9

3796 +VAT 5 pairs of men's boots and shoes 
including Zara, Top Shop, Next etc in various 
sizes

3797 +VAT EB Escalade bluebird climbing shoes Size 
42

3798 +VAT Ted Baker Neanth white running shoes 
Size 7

3799 +VAT 8 pairs of various size shoes, sandals, 
trainers and boots

3800 +VAT Clarks Adreena Mid dark tan leather boots 
Size 5

3801 +VAT Kookaburra KC 4.5 Rubber cricket shoes 
Size 10 and Superga Sport white animalier 
trainers Size 5 1/2

3802 +VAT Adidas Originals FZ3438 Size 5 trainers 
and Asics blazing coral thunder blue GT-2000 
10 ladies trainers Size 6

3803 +VAT Pair of ladies Toms Lexie black leather 
synthetic braid sandals Size 5 and pair of ladies 
Irregular Choice 1 Today kitten heal shoes Size 
??

3804 +VAT Holly low top ladies trainers Size 7

3805 Kids Hunter First Classic bright pink Wellington 
boots Size 7, Nike Court Borough Low 2 kids 
trainers Size 6.5 and Petasil kids Pistil Cheeta 
ankle boots Size 37

3806 Kids shoes including River Island ankle boots, 
Converse trainers, Crocs, M & S school shoes 
etc

3807 7 pairs of children's shoes and pair of roller 
blades in various sizes
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3808 +VAT Asos Design Cactus premium suede 
western knee boots in black Size 4

3809 +VAT Kickers Kizzie Chelz leather ankle boots 
Size 42

3810 +VAT Timberland Supreme men's ankle boots 
Size 10

3811 +VAT River Island : Nicole Size 6 boots, 
Johanna black high heel sandals Size 7 and 
Kardy high heel shoes Size 7

3812 +VAT Nike Air Max 90 DC9388 002 black 
sport/red & white trainers Size 8

3813 +VAT Skecher Vegan Uno 2 Air Around You 
white trainers Size 8 and Skechers Be Iconic 
black slip on Size 7

3814 +VAT 8 pairs of ladies shoes, trainers & sandals 
in various sizes including New Look, Asos, Hush 
Puppy etc

3815 +VAT Jeff Banks Wessex Chelsea Boot Size 9 
in black

3816 +VAT Ralph Lauren Polo memory foam men's 
slippers Size 9 and Saville Row men's slippers 
Size9

3817 +VAT Pavers ladies red sandals Size 7, Pavers 
zip front stone trainers Size 6 and Clarks Scala 
Pure Y ladies black leather shoes Size 5

3818 Air Jordan kids 1 Low (GS) black trainers Size 6 
and Air Jordan kids 1 Low (GS) white trainers 
Size 5.5

3819 +VAT Vans 'off the wall' : Classic slip-on in black 
Size 7.5 and (Pig Suede) rabbit snow white 
sneaker Size 7

3820 +VAT 4 pairs of ladies calf & mid calf boots in 
various sizes

3821 +VAT 9 pairs of ladies sandals, shoes & boots in 
various sizes including Boohoo, New Look, 
Pretty Little Thing etc

3822 +VAT Adidas Yeezy 450 Cinder size 10.5

3823 +VAT Nike Dunk Low Retro Black White (2021) 
size 9.5

3824 +VAT Nike Air Jordan 1 Mid Grey Green size 7

3825 +VAT Inov8 MudClaw G 260 V2 size 10 (used)

3826 +VAT Nike Air Max SC size 8

3827 +VAT Nike Air Jordan Zion 1 size 8

3828 +VAT Nike Dunk Low Laser Orange womens 
trainers size 3

3829 +VAT Vivienne Westwood x Melissa Ultragirl 22 
size EU 39

3830 +VAT Adidas Runfalcon 2.0 size 11

3831 +VAT Nike Revolution 5 PRM womens trainers 
size 5 and a pair of Adidas Nizza Platform 
womens trainers size 4.5

3832 +VAT Nike Air Force 1 '07 size 10

3833 +VAT New Balance XC-72 size 6.5

3834 +VAT Will's Vegan Store slip on loafers size EU 
37

3835 +VAT Geox Annytah court shoes size EU 41

3836 +VAT Adidas Nizza Platform womens trainers 
size 4

3837 Miki House x Mizuno baby shoes size 15cm

3838 +VAT Hugo Boss trainers size EU 43

3839 +VAT Dr Martens Sinclair platform boots size 7 
(used)

3840 +VAT Timberland boots size 11 (used)

3841 +VAT Bag of loose sandals and slippers

3842 +VAT Bag of loose trainers

3843 +VAT Bag of loose used shoes

3844 Bag of loose childrens shoes (some used)

3845 +VAT Bag of loose ladies shoes

3846 +VAT Bag of loose used shoes (some well worn)

3847 +VAT Bag of loose used shoes (some well worn)

3848 +VAT Bag of loose used shoes (some well worn)

3849 +VAT Bag of loose assorted shoes (some 
showing signs of use)

3850 +VAT Bag of loose shoes to include Nike and 
Under Armour trainers

3851 Pair of childrens rollerskates size EU 34-37

3852 +VAT Nike Dunk Low Retro Black White (2021) 
size 7.5

3853 +VAT Vivobarefoot Jing Jing II suede flats size 
EU 41

3854 +VAT Adidas Ultraboost 4.0 DNA size 9.5

3855 +VAT Black Diamond Momentum climbing 
shoes size 7.5

3856 +VAT Barbour Farsley boots size 10

3857 +VAT 2 pairs of Vans Authentic trainers size 8

3858 +VAT Salomon Speedcross 5 Wide size 12

3859 +VAT Nike Phantom GT2 Elite AG Pro football 
boots size 10

3860 +VAT Converse CTAS Lift Hi size 5.5 and a pair 
of Adidas Grand Court Base size 7.5

3861 +VAT Adidas NY 90 womens trainers size 6
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3862 +VAT Ralph Lauren Sayer trainers size 9

3863 +VAT Nike Dunk Low Two Tone Grey size 6 
(signs of use)

3864 +VAT Vans Skate Half Cab size 8

3865 +VAT 3 pairs of Pavers shoes size 5, 7 and 8

3866 +VAT 3 pairs of Pavers shoes size 5, 6 and 7

3867 +VAT Timberland Allington heeled boots size 6

3868 +VAT Bag of loose sandals and slippers

3869 +VAT Bag of loose shoes to include boots and 
slippers

3870 +VAT Bag of loose trainers (some showing 
signs of use)

3871 +VAT Clarks Un Loop size 6

3872 +VAT Bag of loose shoes to include boots and 
heels

3873 +VAT Bag of loose shoes to include boots and 
heels

3874 Bag of assorted childrens shoes

3875 +VAT Adidas Ultra Boost DNA Beyonce Ivy Park 
Black size 6 (used)

3876 +VAT Salvatore Ferragamo calf shoes (size 
unknown)

3877 +VAT Nike Air Jordan 1 Retro High Light Army 
Rust Shadow Patina size 12 (used)

3878 +VAT Tommy Hilfiger Iconic Elba Sling Back 
Wedge size EU 38

3879 +VAT 2 pairs of Jones Bootmaker shoes to 
include Manning size 6 and Russell Square size 
9

3880 +VAT 3 pairs of Pavers shoes sizes 5, 6 and 7

3881 +VAT Mallett London Popham Midnight Perf 
size EU 44

3882 +VAT Skechers Archfit trainers size 8

3883 +VAT Geox Camel heels size 4.5

3884 +VAT Bugatti trainers size EU 43

3885 2 pairs of Clarks Fawn Hero T childrens shoes 
sizes 6 and 6.5

4001 Ford Granada Ghia Auto in grey, cosworth 
engine, first registered 03.01.1984, petrol, 
2792cc, 4 door saloon, 6 former keepers, 
registration plate A208 JWK, MOT until 
02.09.2022, V5 and two keys, showing 52,568 
miles, HPI checked

4022 +VAT Jetson Bolt electric scooter with charger

4023 Black and red gents mountain bike

4024 Pink Trax girls mountain bike

4025 Silver Olympus mountain bike

4026 Vintage fold up blue bike

4027 White SoCal flyer childs mountain bike

4028 Small childs white, blue and pink bike

4029 Green Dawes ladies bikes

4030 Burgundy childs mountain bike

4031 Pink rally misty ladies bike

4032 Rally pioneer white and blue gents bike

4033 Trinx green and black racing cycle

4034 Vintage Carlton racing bike

4035 Small three-speed Bianca bike

4036 Silver girls mountain bike

4037 Black rally urban gents town bike

4038 Silver and purple girls mountain bike

4039 Beige vintage Raleigh fold up bike

4040 Black and yellow mountain bike

4041 Muddy fox purple and white childs bike

4042 Silver and green ladies bike

4043 Cyclamatic electric bike

4044 Barracuda black and green racing cycle

4045 Small yellow and blue BMX

4046 Trek blue and black gents mountain bike

4047 Pro-Motive childs mountain bike

4048 Light blue Pro-Motive childs mountain bike

4049 +VAT Jetson Bolt electric scooter - no saddle, 
no charger

4050 Bike stand

4051 Large 4 wheel red petrol powered dune buggy 
kart

4052 Small petrol powered dune buggy style kart

4055 Red Mitox bench shaft strimmer

4056 Titan petrol powered multi tool with strimmer, 
hedge cutter and chainsaw attachment

4057 Robin NB223 petrol powered strimmer

4058 Orange petrol powered strimmer

4059 Flymo lite 250 petrol powered bent shaft 
strimmer

4060 Echo petrol powered hedge cutter

4061 Oleo-Mac petrol powered leaf blower
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4062 Boxed blower vacuum

4063 Partner 370 petrol powered chainsaw

4064 Mountfield MC438 petrol powered chainsaw with 
safety kit

4065 Stihl D284 petrol powered chainsaw

4066 +VAT Small red chainsaw body in parts

4067 Box of bike parts

4068 Husqvarna petrol powered chainsaw with spare 
chain and oil

4069 Small G-Tech battery powered strimmer

4070 Cordless garden trimmer, boxed

4071 +VAT Stihl BG86C petrol powered leaf blower

4072 +VAT Stihl TS410 petrol powered disc cutter

4073 Makita DPC6410 petrol powered disc cutter

4074 Electric Parkside long reach hedge cutter

4075 Titan petrol powered multi tool with hedge cutter 
and chainsaw attachments

4076 Green petrol powered hedge cutter

4077 Solo 636 petrol powered chainsaw

4078 Stihl FS36 petrol powered bent shaft strimmer

4079 Challenge 18v cordless grass trimmer, boxed

4080 Mountfield petrol powered strimmer

4081 Sovereign electric leaf blower

4082 Flymo electric strimmer

4083 Half an under bay containing cantilever toolbox, 
wooden box with various tools including planes, 
saws, micrometers, garden tools etc

4084 Electric blow vac

4085 Bundle of various garden tools

4086 2 Boxes of balance board parts and covers

4087 5 Crates of burning logs

4088 +VAT Garden parasol, no base pole

4089 +VAT Boxed metal peacock

4090 +VAT 3 bundles of garden canes, a squirrel 
baffle and some small pots

4091 +VAT Pop-up veg cage, small coil of pipe and a 
metal garden arch

4092 +VAT 4 boxes of LED string lights, box of icicle 
lights and 2 LED birch branches

4093 +VAT 4 rectangular plastic planters, a small half 
pot planter and a blue paddling pool

4094 +VAT 2 square garden mirrors and a round 
flower-shaped garden mirror

4095 2 pieces of metal garden art

4096 +VAT Stainless steel spade, a bird feeder, pop-
up trug and some secateurs

4097 +VAT Brown garden parasol with bottom pole

4098 4 assorted road signs to include 'give way' and 
'cycle path'

4099 +VAT 3 large bags of bark chippings

4100 +VAT 3 bags of charcoal briquettes and some 
moss killer

4101 +VAT 4 bags of opened and unopened compost

4102 +VAT 5 bags of compost

4103 Wheelbarrow containing large quantity of 
various garden tools

4104 2 metal wall-hanging baskets

4105 Small Flymo electric hover mower, some garden 
hose, a fan and various garden tools

4106 Used pond pump

4107 Large LED light and wires

4108 Bag of birdseed

4109 Bag of birdseed

4110 Bag of birdseed

4111 +VAT Small bagged patio heater

4112 +VAT Small bagged patio heater

4113 +VAT Small bagged patio heater

4114 +VAT Small boxed Keter Go Bar

4115 2 Lumii grow lights

4116 +VAT 2 stacks of plastic click-together tiles

4117 +VAT Jetson Saturn 3-wheeled light-up kick 
scooter

4118 +VAT 2 bags of bulbs and a box containing 
metal hedgehog statues

4119 Fold-up galvanized dog cage

4120 +VAT 2 Spear & Jackson backpack sprayers

4121 Fold-down pet travel cage

4122 +VAT Igloo coolbox and a Tommy Bahama 
beach chair

4123 +VAT Boxed rocking chair

4124 Cane conservatory suite consisting of 2-seater 
sofa and 2 chairs

4125 +VAT Brown and black cool bar, 1 wheel 
missing
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4126 Round rattan garden table

4127 +VAT 3 metal mesh garden chairs

4128 +VAT 35 brown high-backed dining chairs in 
very worn condition with lightweight black covers

4129 +VAT Boxed parasol stand

4130 +VAT Clever Spa with built-in pump

4131 +VAT Palm Springs lazy spa, boxed

4132 +VAT Palm Springs lazy spa, boxed

4133 2 garden loungers

4134 Boxed Bali lazy spa

4135 +VAT Lifetime flatpack folding garden bench

4136 +VAT Flatpack Lifetime storage box, boxed

4137 +VAT Rattan garden sofa set consisting of 3-
seater sofa with canopy, 3 chairs and a small 
sidetable

4138 +VAT Rattan garden sofa set consisting of 3-
seater sofa with canopy, 3 chairs and a small 
sidetable

4139 +VAT Hanging rattan egg-style chair

4140 +VAT Hanging rattan egg-style chair

4141 +VAT Small 3-piece garden set consisting of 2 
chairs and a metal round sidetable

4142 +VAT Small 3-piece garden set consisting of 2 
chairs and a metal round sidetable

4143 Large wooden slatted garden bench

4144 Large pallet of assorted size rough sawn timber

4145 1 large and 1 small beam

4147 Large heavy rectangular solid wood garden 
table complete with 6 wooden chairs

4148 Wooden & metal framed slatted garden bench

4149 Wooden & metal framed slatted garden bench

4150 Roll of astroturf

4151 6 wooden folding garden chairs

4152 Pallet of concrete rope garden edging

4153 2 aluminium ramps

4154 Manhole cover

4155 7 blue glazed pots

4156 7 small coloured patterned pots

4157 9 patterned terracotta pots

4158 8.5 packs of assorted wall tiles

4159 Two stacking garden chairs

4160 +VAT Flatpack veg trug

4161 Two metal bench ends

4162 +VAT Ten stacking garden chairs

4163 Butlers sink

4164 butlers sink

4165 Two small wooden planters

4166 Two large wooden planters

4168 Four white plastic stacking chairs

4169 Two plastic barriers

4170 Round metal framed glass topped table

4171 +VAT Keter grey and black storage box

4172 +VAT Keter grey and black storage box

4173 Large metal parts rack with seven small 
galvanised bins

4174 Aluminium garden arbour / framework

4175 Small quantity of mini train track

4176 Two metal gateposts

4177 Pallet of approx. six assorted bikes and a bike 
frame

4178 Three white UPVC glazed windows

4179 Fifteen large wooden posts

4180 +VAT Pallet of flatpack greenhouse parts

4181 +VAT Two metal wooden topped bar tables with 
four stools

4182 +VAT Three wooden outdoor tables

4183 Chicken coop

4184 Two pallets of breeze blocks

4185 Set of ten aluminium wheeled warehouse steps

4186 Seven sheets of plywood

4187 Bag of wooden offcuts / kindling

4188 Bag of wooden offcuts / kindling

4189 Two plastic barriers

4190 Eight grey metal cage panels

4191 Small two wheel galvanised trailer

4192 Sterling Europa 4 berth caravan

4193 Esterel folding caravan

4194 Ifor Williams galvanized twin axle trailer with 
tailboard ( needs a new part floor )

4195 +VAT Pallet of breeze blocks

4196 Large forklift metal tipper bin
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4197 Large forklift metal tipper bin

4201 Metal garden bench

4202 +VAT Artificial potted conifer

4203 Water feature rock

4204 Two rabbit pushing wheelbarrow planters

4205 Two concrete statues of eagles

4206 Small concrete statue of a lion

4207 Concrete statue of an Alsatian

4208 Wooden garden planter

4209 +VAT Gardenline smoker barbeque

4210 +VAT Hosepipe and reel

4211 +VAT Boxed croquet set

4212 3.5m gazebo

4213 +VAT Telescopic pruner and a garden pot

4214 Coleman pop up shelter

4215 +VAT Coleman pop up shelter

4216 +VAT Campchef camping hob, boxed

4217 +VAT Campchef camping hob, boxed

4218 Small assortment of camping stoves, hobs, fold 
up picnic table, windbreaks etc

4219 +VAT Two boxes of Duraflame burning logs, a 
box of kiln dried hardwood logs and some 
charcoal briquettes

4220 Howson golf bag and clubs

4221 Pop up child's playpen

4222 +VAT Samba goal

4223 +VAT Flatpack greenhouse

4224 11 boxes of assorted golf balls

4225 Bag of assorted golf balls

4226 Two portable camping stoves and a fold out 
camping bed

4227 Poled gazebo

4228 +VAT Core 6 person tent

4229 +VAT Sleeping pad and pillow and two camping 
chairs

4230 +VAT Intex Mariner 3 inflatable dinghy, boxed

4231 Red and black golf bag with an assortment of 
clubs

4233 +VAT Three Kirkland wedges and a box of Vice 
Tour white golf balls

4234 +VAT Intex Explorer K2 inflatable dinghy, boxed

4235 +VAT White three wheel golf trolley

4236 +VAT Easyglide three wheel golf trolley

4237 +VAT Easyglide three wheel golf trolley

4238 +VAT Easyglide three wheel golf trolley

4239 +VAT Fold up wagon in box

4240 +VAT Boxed Aqualung

4241 +VAT Fold up camping chair

4242 Aluminium double section ladder

4243 +VAT Three tread step ladder

4244 Seven tread aluminium step ladder

4245 Aluminium double section ladder with roof 
ladder hook

4246 Aluminium double section ladder with roof 
ladder hook

4247 Double section aluminium ladder

4248 One large and two medium aluminium step 
ladders

4249 One large aluminium and one wooden step 
ladder

4250 Electric garage door unit

4251 +VAT Wind out garden parasol, no lower pole

4252 Five white part glazed internal doors

4253 Two small aluminium extending ladders

4254 +VAT Flatpack box rack

4255 Five sheets of plywood

4256 Leifheit fold out washing line

4260 Honda lazer petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4261 Green petrol powered rotary mower with grass 
box

4262 Red Efco petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4263 Bosch electric mower with grass box

4264 McCulloch yellow petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4265 Mountfield red petrol powered rotary mower, no 
grass box

4266 Small MacAllister electric scarifier with grass 
box

4267 Hayter vintage green petrol powered rotary 
mower with grass box

4268 Red petrol powered rotary mower, no grass box
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4269 Mountfield red petrol powered rotary mower, no 
grass box

4270 Honda silver petrol powered rotary mower, no 
grass box

4271 Flymo electric hover mower

4272 Atco vintage petrol powered cylinder mower with 
grass box

4273 G Tech battery powered mower with grass box

4274 G Tech battery powered mower no grass box

4275 Qualcast electric hover mower with grass box

4276 Hayter Harrier 41 petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4277 Small Sovereign electric mower with grass box

4278 Mountfield red petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4279 Flymo electric lawn rake

4280 Rover red petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4281 +VAT Mountfield silver petrol powered rotary 
mower with grass box

4282 Green Qualcast petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4283 Hayter Spirit 41 petrol powered rotary mower 
with grass box

4284 Atco green petrol powered rotary mower with 
grass box

4285 Flymo electric hover mower, no grass box

4286 Mountfield Manor Concept petrol powered 
rotavator

4287 Templar petrol powered rotavator with 
attachments

4288 John Deere F530 articulated ride on lawn mower

4289 +VAT Fold up silver multi shelf wheeled trolleys

4290 +VAT Two silver fold up multi shelf trolleys

4291 Five boxes of blue face masks, two boxes of 
coverales and two boxes of face shields

4292 Square aluminium wooden topped garden table 
and four stacking chairs

4293 Wooden slabbed garden bench

4294 +VAT Pallet of 48 boxes of 360x275 Grasmere 
slate matte wall tiles

4295 +VAT Pallet of 48 boxes of 360x275 Grasmere 
slate matte wall tiles

4296 +VAT Pallet of 48 boxes of Grasmere Bracken 
matte 360x275 wall tiles

4297 +VAT Pallet of 48 boxes of Grasmere Bracken 
matte 360x275 wall tiles

4298 +VAT Pallet of 48 boxes of Grasmere Bracken 
matte 360x275 wall tiles

4299 +VAT Pallet of 48 boxes of Grasmere Bracken 
matte 360x275 wall tiles

4300 +VAT Pallet of 48 boxes of Grasmere Bracken 
matte 360x275 wall tiles

4301 +VAT Pallet of 40 packs of 600x300 Clovelly 
white wall tiles

4302 +VAT Pallet of 40 packs of 600x300 Clovelly 
white wall tiles

4303 +VAT Pallet of 40 packs of 600x300 Clovelly 
white wall tiles

4304 +VAT Pallet of 40 packs of 600x300 Clovelly 
white wall tiles

4305 +VAT Pallet of 40 packs of 600x300 Clovelly 
white wall tiles

4306 +VAT Pallet of 40 Ashlar warm taupe textured 
wall tiles

4307 +VAT Pallet of 40 Ashlar warm taupe textured 
wall tiles

4308 +VAT Pallet of 40 Ashlar warm taupe textured 
wall tiles

4309 +VAT Pallet of 40 Ashlar warm taupe textured 
wall tiles

4310 +VAT Pallet of 40 Ashlar warm taupe textured 
wall tiles

4311 +VAT Pallet of 40 Ashlar warm taupe textured 
wall tiles

4312 3 bathroom hand wash basins

4313 +VAT 4 boxed and an unboxed shower head

4314 +VAT Unboxed illuminated bathroom mirror

4315 +VAT Boxed illuminated bathroom mirror

4316 +VAT Reginox boiling water kitchen tap

4317 +VAT Reginox boiling water kitchen tap

4318 Reginox boiling water kitchen tap

4319 +VAT 2 boxed toilet seats

4320 Large roll of bubblewrap

4321 Slim roll of bubblewrap

4322 +VAT Yellow and black storage box

4323 +VAT 9 boxed and 1 unboxed toilet seat

4324 7 assorted industrial-style lights

4325 +VAT Wooden loft ladder with hatch
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4326 +VAT Chrome towel radiator

4327 +VAT 2 oak-effect wooden extending tables and 
some pub chalkboards

4328 Hardwood 2-part stable door

4329 +VAT Casio cash register, boxed

4330 +VAT Boxed ProShip platform scales

4331 +VAT Boxed ProShip platform scales

4332 5 boxes of hand sanitizer

4333 +VAT 4 boxed and 1 unboxed Tavistock toilet 
seat

4334 +VAT Grohe thermostatic mixer shower

4335 +VAT Mira electric shower

4336 +VAT Approx. 60 20W Translucent 
incandescent light bulbs with small bayonet 
fitting

4337 +VAT Boxed Meaco portable aircon unit

4338 +VAT Boxed Meaco Dry dehumidifier/purifier

4339 +VAT Boxed Meaco Dry dehumidifier/purifier

4340 +VAT Boxed Meaco Dry dehumidifier/purifier

4341 +VAT Large quantity of metal wall ties, joist 
hangers and 4x rolls thermawrap insulation

4342 +VAT 6 brown tub chairs with cushions

4343 +VAT 3 dark wood pub-style tables

4344 +VAT 5 cream and 5 red leather pub-style chairs

4345 +VAT 2 large oak veneered extendable tables 
and a square table

4346 +VAT 2 large oak veneered extendable tables 
and a square table

4347 +VAT 2 large oak veneered extendable tables 
and a square table

4348 +VAT 8 cream wooden-framed barstools

4349 Wooden black slide-framed chair

4350 +VAT Boxed flatpack AirLift adjustable height 
desk

4351 +VAT Black chrome-based barstool

4352 3-drawer coffee & cream filing cabinet

4353 +VAT AirLift desk riser

4354 Lime wash finish open bookcase

4355 2 ash-effect lateral filling cabinets

4356 2 maple-effect lateral filing drawers

4357 2 maple-effect lateral filing drawers

4358 +VAT Dark grey chrome-based barstool

4359 +VAT Dark grey chrome-based barstool

4360 +VAT Dark grey chrome-based barstool

4361 +VAT 2 Sitwell boxed wobble stools

4362 +VAT Grafik model 55GB perfect binder plus a 
box of hot melt beads

4363 White chrome-framed swivel armchair

4364 +VAT Black high-backed swivel armchair with 
broken arm

4365 +VAT Black cloth mesh-backed swivel armchair

4366 +VAT 2 folding wooden cloth chairs

4367 2 small wheeled chairs

4368 Oak-effect desk with 3-drawer pedestal and 
small side cupboard

4369 +VAT Grey high-backed chrome-framed 
barstool

4370 +VAT Grey high-backed chrome-framed 
barstool

4371 2 grey chrome-framed barstools

4372 Flipchart board

4373 Ash-effect wave-fronted office desk with 3-
drawer pedestal and 2 small shelving units

4374 +VAT Black high-backed swivel armchair

4375 +VAT Black high-backed swivel armchair

4376 +VAT Black high-backed swivel armchair

4377 +VAT Grey & white metal pedestal

4378 +VAT Blue & black part-cloth high-backed swivel 
armchair

4379 +VAT Black & blue contemporary-style swivel 
armchair

4380 +VAT Chrome slide-framed chair and a small 
folding bench

4381 +VAT Grey chrome-framed barstool

4382 +VAT Grey chrome-framed barstool

4383 +VAT Grey chrome-framed barstool

4384 +VAT Grey chrome-framed barstool

4385 +VAT Grey chrome-framed barstool

4386 +VAT 5 boxed and 2 unboxed paper shredders

4387 Boxed bench morticer

4388 Elu band saw

4389 Vintage parts rack

4390 Two 110v work lights

4391 110v work light
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4392 Tile saw on stand

4393 +VAT Champion petrol powered generator

4394 +VAT Bell petrol powered generator

4395 Red petrol powered generator

4396 +VAT Champion petrol powered pressure 
washer

4397 Site transformer box

4398 Sealey petrol powered generator

4399 Revolution air compressor

4400 Yellow electric mixer

4401 Wheelbarrow

4402 Yellow sack truck

4403 Disability walking aid

4404 Air conditioning unit

4405 Red sack barrow (one wheel detatched)

4406 +VAT Boxed Arcan trolley jack

4407 +VAT Arcan trolley jack

4408 +VAT Arcan trolley jack

4409 +VAT Arcan trolley jack

4410 +VAT Arcan trolley jack

4411 Evolution electric wacker plate

4412 +VAT Aluminium fold up sack truck

4413 Large wooden vintage multi drawer work bench 
with two woodworking vices

4414 Ten bowling pins

4415 Sicam tyre balancing machine

4416 Large yellow tyre balancing machine

4417 Dunlop DTN285HD tyre fitting machine

4418 Pallet of assorted lights

4419 Pallet containing various tools including drills, 
sander, soldering iron, nails, taps etc

4420 Lister vintage diesel engine

4421 Excel large blue four wheel mobility scooter

4422 Sterling red four wheel large mobility scooter

4423 Large space heater

4424 Wolf double ended bench grinder on stand

4425 Progress vintage pillar drill

4426 Log saw horse

4427 Green electric plane on stand

4428 TGA small mobility scooter in red

4429 Three wheel blue mobility scooter

4430 Plaster stirrer and a tamp

4431 Two transformers, 110v cables and a box of 
assorted plugs

4432 +VAT 100 Apem flashing LED 12v lights

4433 Box of 25 battery terminal clamps, positive

4434 +VAT Quantity of patio heater parts

4435 Four Mitsubishi steel wheels

4436 Four Mitsubishi alloy wheels

4437 Four large steel wheels

4438 Four steel wheels and tyres

4439 Two Ford wheels and a space saver wheel and 
tyre

4440 +VAT Keter fold up work bench

4441 Metal toolbox

4442 Hilka 90 welder

4443 Winch

4444 De Walt 18v reciprocating saw, 1 battery, no 
charger

4445 Hilti drill and reciprocating saw, no batteries or 
charger

4446 Reel of heavy duty cable

4447 Titan SDS drill

4448 Boxed Makita 9.5ft angle grinder

4449 Rawl plug nailer with battery and charger

4450 Bosch 3.5" battery powered angle grinder, no 
battery or charger, plus a work light

4451 +VAT 30m extension cable

4452 Bosch drill and a SDS drill with three batteries 
and charger

4453 +VAT Evolution chopsaw, boxed

4454 Toolbox with a small quantity of assorted tools

4455 Makita 110v circular saw

4456 +VAT Small punch

4457 Hitachi 110v router

4458 Fortis engineering vice

4459 Record, Stanley and Rapier planes

4460 Rothenberger pipe threader

4461 Three vintage ammo boxes and a small quantity 
of tools
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4462 Underbay containing submersible pump, large 
hammer, spirit level, shovel and various tools

4463 Box of drainage and guttering fittings

4464 Quantity of documents enclosed wallets

4465 Basket of floodlights and box of 110V cables

4466 Underbay of assorted tools and fixings including 
shovels, foot pumps, screws, hooks, locks, files, 
chisels, toolboxes etc

4467 Assortment of items to include ground stakes, 
golf signs, lights, empty toolboxes etc.

4468 2 25m extension cables

4469 Milwaukee 110v drill

4470 Mouse sander and a tilesaw

4471 Hand grinding wheel

4472 DeWalt 18v reciprocating saw with 1 battery, no 
charger

4473 Blue plastic toolbox containing various assorted 
handtools to include files, rasp, hammer, 
screwdrivers, pliers etc.

4474 Sealey welder

4475 Challenge Extreme drill with 2 batteries and 
charger

4476 Parkside multi tool complete with 2 batteries and 
charger plus a Bosch hammer drill with 1 
battery, no charger

4478 Box of items to include car parts and 
accessories

4479 Small cardboard box of assorted spanners

4480 Makita 110v SDS drill

4481 Hilti reciprocating saw with 1 battery, no charger

4482 Small plastic toolbox with various tools to 
include a plane, handsaw, spanners etc.

4483 2 boxes containing 2 mitre saws and 2 other 
saws

4484 Titan SDS drill

4485 Box containing 2 AVOmeters

4486 Specialist cover

4487 Folding workbench

4488 Underbay containing a hammer drill, mitre saw, 
heatgun, red toolbox, socket set, axle stands 
and other tools

4489 Bag containing a worklight and some cables

4490 2 silver car ramps

4491 Staple gun, nails, laser level top and various 
other tools

4492 2 Makita battery drills with 2 batteries, no 
charger

4493 Small metal rack with a large quantity of 
assorted nails, screws, nuts and bolts

4494 Cardboard box containing a security light, 
chargeable lantern and a torch

4495 Bosch power drill with battery and charger

4496 2 DeWalt reciprocating saws, no batteries or 
chargers

4497 Plastic box containing saw, chisels, roller heads, 
small ice bucket etc.

4498 +VAT 3 cardboard boxes containing various car 
lights and indicator lenses

4499 Box of assorted torches

4500 +VAT Box of assorted classic Mini spare parts

4501 Firestone vintage lorry tyre

4502 Bag of camo clothing

4503 Half an underbay of assorted tools to include 
paraffin lamp, spanners, oil cans, saws, planes, 
screwdrivers etc.

4504 Bag of diving gear

4505 Half an underbay of assorted plastic film

4506 +VAT Dewalt drill and impact drive with one 
battery and charger

4507 +VAT Dewalt drill and impact, no battery, with 
charger

4508 Chrome nudge bar and a MaxView Precision 
satellite dish

4509 Small Hilka safe

4510 Makita battery drill with 2 batteries, no charger

4511 +VAT 2 small DeWalt sockets sets and a bit set

4512 +VAT Large DeWalt socket set

4513 +VAT Assortment of bulbs, small torch, smart 
bulbs and a large light

4514 +VAT Energizer car jump starter

4515 +VAT 2 Accurite clocks

4516 +VAT 1 boxed and 2 unboxed Bonaire tyre 
inflators

4517 2 Erbauer site lights

4518 +VAT 2 DeWalt storage screwboxes

4519 +VAT 2 DeWalt storage screwboxes

4520 +VAT 2 DeWalt storage screwboxes
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4521 +VAT 4 boxed Sunforce solar motion lights

4522 +VAT 3 boxed and 1 unboxed Karcher window 
vac

4523 Small red metal jerry can

4524 2 vintage Shell and 1 National fuel can

4525 2 green metal jerry cans

4526 +VAT Boxed flat-form trolley

4527 +VAT Flat-form trolley

4528 +VAT Flat-form trolley

4529 +VAT CAT boxed jumpstart kit with charging 
lead

4530 +VAT CAT boxed jumpstart kit with charging 
lead

4531 +VAT CAT boxed jumpstart kit with charging 
lead

4532 +VAT CAT boxed jumpstart kit with charging 
lead

4533 +VAT Unboxed CAT jumpstart kit, no charging 
lead

4534 +VAT Unboxed CAT jumpstart kit, no charging 
lead

4535 +VAT Underbay of assorted items to include 
gloves, fire extinguisher, cleaning cloths, mats, 
wiper blades etc.

4536 +VAT Large underbay of laminate and vinyl 
Golden Select flooring packs

4537 Titan SDS breaker/drill

4538 Makita battery drill with 2 batteries and charger

4539 Mitre saw and basket of Dulux testers

4540 Powerstroll battery

4541 Small cardboard box of masking tape, black 
tape and gaffer tape

4542 Pack of work gloves

4543 Pond pump

4544 Boxed submersible pump

4545 Ryobi belt sander

4546 Firefly Pyrix solar-powered powerpack

4547 +VAT Bosch Aquatak 140 electric pressure 
washer with patio cleaning head

4548 +VAT Karcher K4 Full Control Premium 
pressure washer

4549 Karcher K3 electric pressure washer with patio 
cleaning head

4550 Small Karcher K2 electric pressure washer

4551 Small Karcher 411A electric pressure washer, 
no lance

4552 Motorhome pump with expansion tank for a boat

4553 +VAT Work top jig, wall starter packs and floor 
protectors

4554 Porter cable wet/dry vacuum

4556 +VAT Proship scales

4557 +VAT Proship scales

4558 Water pressure pump and expansion pump

4559 +VAT Box containing 24 boxes of 3.5x30 Fisher 
screws

4560 +VAT Box of fire protection sealant

4561 Vintage multi-drawer metal rack

4562 Box of assorted tapes

4563 3 bundles of mobility scooter front baskets

4564 2 boxes of tools and a box of car parts

4565 +VAT Focalpoint fire

4566 +VAT 3 Toolmaster folding sack trucks

4567 Box containing various screws and rawl plugs

4568 2 fluorescent work jackets

4569 Blue Specialist light

4570 Box containing handsaw, finger sander, angle 
drill and a DeWalt drill

4571 +VAT Telescopic ladder

4572 Box of workwear to include fluorescent 
waistcoats, gloves etc.

4573 3/4 underbay of car parts to include a Jeep front 
grill

4574 Heavy duty roll of cable

4575 Towing hitch

4576 Vax wet & dry vacuum cleaner

4577 Small box of assorted tools

4578 +VAT Large quantity of mobile bike repair kits

4579 +VAT 20 iPhone car chargers

4580 +VAT 4 boxes of 75w inverters

4581 +VAT 4 boxes of 75w inverters

4582 +VAT Approx. 100 Irwin Stanley knife blades

4583 +VAT 16 simcard databank readers

4584 +VAT 4 small boxes of iPhone car chargers

4585 +VAT Box of cable ties
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4586 +VAT 8 Amp battery charger, Magnetic tool 
racks, 46pc soket set, spanners and auto 
stethoscopes

4587 Small heater, John Lewis LED washer (?) and a 
car cover

4588 +VAT 4 tubs of Tesco 5W30 fully synthetic 
motor oil

4589 +VAT 4 tubs of Tesco 5W30 fully synthetic 
motor oil

4590 +VAT Large 20L tub of 5W30 Chevron Supreme 
synthetic motor oil

4591 Boxed striplight with cover

4592 +VAT Worx double-stacking toolbox

4593 2 trailer wheels and 2 trailer hitches

4594 Evolution 110v circular saw

4595 Makita 110v angle grinder and a Bosch 110v 
drill

4596 Hilti 110v sander

4597 Blue plastic toolbox containing a circular saw

4598 Triumph 1960's front wheel and hub with rim

4599 2 vintage motorcycle fueltanks

4600 +VAT Small quantity of Golden Select laminate 
flooring

4601 +VAT Yale Smart Living Smart Home CCTV XL 
kit SV-4C-4ABFX-2

4602 +VAT Yale Conexis L1 keyless smart lock

4603 +VAT Yale indoor wi-fi camera, motion detector, 
Yale alarm box and Yale Shed security kit

4604 +VAT Aire post box and Combination safe

4605 +VAT Erbauer tool set including SDS drill, 
Impact drive, drill, multi tool, 2 batteries and 
charger

4606 +VAT TiMotion 5 button recliner lift chair kit

4607 +VAT 2 sets of universal car seat covers, rubber 
matting and wheel trim

4608 +VAT Gear selection cable kit, Black & Decker 
auto vacuum, speedometer and casing and 
motorbike petrol tank

4609 +VAT Assortment of spray paints including 
chrome effect, metallic, marine paint, varnish etc

4610 +VAT Contact & Adhesive sprays

4611 +VAT Expanding foam, WD40, Stop that Leak, 
Butane gas, Air sanitizer, lubricants etc

4612 +VAT Car cleaning & maintenance products 
including Carb spray, Diesel EGR cleaner, Tyre 
fix, back to black, Headlight restoration kit, air 
filter oil etc

4613 +VAT Box containing saws, lightbulbs, drill bits 
and other tools

4614 Box containing Karcher window vac and other 
Karcher accessories

4615 +VAT Pair of Size 10 Muddy Fox MTB 100 used 
cycling shoes, Pair of Shimano Size EU43 used 
cycling shoes and 2 Tri-circle bike locks

4616 +VAT Quantity of litter pickers

4617 2 tripod lights

4618 Market trader's display stand

4619 +VAT 3 paintroller tray sets

4620 Large box of assorted spanners

4621 Powercraft sprayer

4622 +VAT Focalpoint bright stainless steel 3 bar 
electric fire

4623 +VAT Delonghi oil-filled radiator

4624 +VAT Delonghi oil-filled radiator

4625 +VAT Delonghi oil-filled radiator

4626 +VAT Delonghi oil-filled radiator

4627 +VAT Grey Delonghi oil-filled radiator

4628 +VAT Meaco air cooler

4629 +VAT Woods dehumidifier

4630 Trotec air cooler

4631 +VAT Pinguino aircon unit

4632 +VAT Small boxed Delonghi oil-filled radiator

4633 +VAT Unboxed Winix air cooler

4634 +VAT Meaco air purifier

4635 +VAT Meaco air purifier

4636 +VAT Meaco air purifier

4637 Small woodburning-style electric fire and a 
glass-fronted electric fire

4638 Electric woodburning-style fire

4639 +VAT Convector heater

4640 +VAT Delonghi ceramic heater

4641 Small quantity of assorted lights

4642 +VAT Cat.6 cable and some hinges

4643 Small desk fan and a pedestal fan
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4644 Large chrome floor fan

4645 +VAT 4 LED utility lights

5001 Pair of embroidered footstools

5002 Pair of dark wood two drawer bedside cabinets

5003 Limited edition print of a stag's head

5004 Mahogany three drawer desk

5005 Resin Art Deco style lady

5006 Bracket clock in mahogany case

5007 Figure of William Shakespeare

5008 Dutch shipping journal

5009 Victorian bureau bookcase

5010 Mahogany two drawer toilet mirror

5011 Georgian mahogany three drawer toilet mirror

5012 Georgian oak bureau

5013 Oil on canvas of sailing boat on the Broads

5014 Quantity of watercolours and prints to include a 
windmill, parrot, golfers, peasant folk, children 
with dogs and cityscapes

5015 Quantity of Pear's style prints plus townscapes, 
children with animals, portrait and drawing room 
interior

5016 +VAT (6) Large rectangular mirror in gilt frame

5017 +VAT (4) Rectangular mirror in silver painted 
frame

5018 Nick Potter oil on board of sheep with cottages 
and mountains in background

5019 Print of Don Quixote

5020 Russell Flint print with three scantily clad figures

5021 Quantity of prints to include the boating parties, 
jockey and horse and thatched cottage

5022 Brown leather three seater sofa plus a matching 
two seater and footstool

5023 Pair of bedroom chairs with Bergere seats

5024 Dark pine dresser

5025 Dutch floral decorated pot plus a studio pottery 
vase

5026 Minicine child's projector plus a quantity of slides 
and a boxed Give a Show battery operated 
projector

5027 Print after Charles Dickson entitled "The lower 
pool" (as found) and a modern watercolour of a 
shore scene

5029 Marilyn Monroe photographic print plus a 
reproduction Some Like it Hot movie poster

5031 Two Da Vinci prints of anatomical studies

5032 Mixed media picture of farming scene with 
figure, cart and chickens, signed RB Wilson

5033 Pair of oils of cattle and sheep in a Highland 
setting

5034 Watercolour of pond and woodland with pink sky

5035 Banksy style print of a masked figure with bunch 
of flowers

5036 Watercolour of a church

5037 Pair of etched mirrors in the form of butterfly 
wings

5038 Oil on canvas of three members of the royal 
family

5039 Framed and glazed picture of still life with fruit

5040 French oil painting of infantrymen at the tavern

5041 Framed and glazed print entitled "Titanic's last 
sunset"

5042 19th Century School, 
A river and bridge, 
initialled J.J. and dated '89, 
watercolour, 
image 22 x 32 cm, 
together with another by the same hand (2) 
£20-30

5043 3 framed & glazed abstract prints 
£70-80

5044 Three framed and glazed military prints

5045 Oil on card - Venetian canal

5046 Oleograph of sailing ship at sea in ornate gilt 
frame

5047 Oleograph of sailing ship at sea in ornate gilt 
frame

5048 Banksy style wall hanging of rat with paintbrush

5049 Oil on board of rural setting with farmhouse

5050 Watercolour of Swiss chalet and lake

5051 Oil on canvas of still life with white flowers

5052 Oil on canvas of river, bridge, church and man 
fishing

5053 Barbara J. Cocker (1923-2009), 
Crashing waves, 
signed and dated 97, 
oil on canvas, 
image 50 x 75 cm 
£40-60
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5054 Oval bevelled Edwardian mirror

5055 Chinese embroidered panel plus a print of the 
Great Wall and mountains

5056 Two gallery advertising prints, photographic print 
of runners and print of Alsatian dogs

5057 Oil on board - study of a lady

5059 Framed painting of the Red Hart Inn

5060 Two prints - the courting couple and lake with 
woodland

5061 Quantity of oil paintings and watercolours of 
British steam trains

5062 Drop dial wall clock

5063 Picture of a man studying a bottle of claret

5064 Palette knife oil on canvas of sailing boats in 
harbour

5065 Limited edition prints of meadow flowers and 
farm buildings, pond with flowers and meadow

5066 Oil on canvas of portrait of a gentleman plus a 
gilt picture frame

5067 Georgian banjo barometer

5068 Palette knife oil on board of sailing boats in 
harbour

5069 +VAT Folding mosaic effect garden table

5070 +VAT Boxed sofa table (as found)

5071 +VAT (1) Large rectangular mirror in black 
painted frame

5072 Rectangular bevelled mirror in ornate gilt frame

5073 Quantity of pictures to include Venetian canal 
plus embroidery, cityscape and a floral framed 
mirror

5074 +VAT Pair of chrome finish and perspex table 
lamps

5075 Pine coffee table plus a pair of single drawer 
lamp tables

5076 Teak G Plan coffee table

5077 Dog and bone phone plus a Darth Vader 
telephone

5078 Dome topped mantel clock in oak case

5079 3 metal adjustable floor lamps

5080 Copper and brass table lamp with column in the 
form of Atlas

5081 Resin side table with three dancing lady figures

5082 Pine single door bedside cabinet

5083 G Plan teak dining table plus four chairs

5084 Pair of pine ladderback dining chairs with drop in 
seats

5085 Box containing ten Babycham glasses

5086 Teak 1960's sideboard

5087 Carved marble figure wounded Greek warrior

5088 Canteen with brass cutlery

5089 Copper log basket

5090 Edwardian octagonal side table with X shaped 
stretcher

5091 Mahogany coal scuttle

5092 Pine wash stand with tiled splashback

5093 His Master's Voice wind up gramophone

5094 Cased Singer sewing machine

5095 Edwardian open bookcase

5096 Chest of four drawers with faux wooden finish

5097 Pair of grey painted bar stools

5098 Pair of beech stickback dining chairs

5099 Three beech wheelback dining chairs

5100 Reproduction mahogany nest of three tables

5101 Reproduction mahogany sideboard

5102 Large quantity of embroidery materials

5103 Chrome finished and glazed table lamp

5104 Pine single drawer bedside cabinet

5105 Pine chest of 5 drawers

5106 Pine toilet mirror with 2 drawers under

5107 Narrow rectangular bevelled mirror in gilt and 
red painted frame

5108 Copper warming pan

5109 Stone effect cat figure

5110 White painted Ikea 2-drawer desk

5111 +VAT Boxed pair of BridgePort table lamps (a/f)

5112 4 table lamps

5113 Pine 2 drawer kitchen table

5114 4 beech stickback dining chairs

5115 Twin pedestal desk with brown leather surface

5116 Reproduction yew nest of 3 tables

5117 3 moulded plastic habitat chairs

5118 Oak chest of 3 drawers

5119 Pair of Georgian carver chairs
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5120 4 Schreiber dining chairs

5121 Copper coloured Tom Dixon table lamp

5122 Pair of Chinese dragon decorated lidded mugs

5123 Victorian foldover card table

5124 Train decorated coffee table

5125 Teak nest of 3 tables

5126 Vintage gramophone with tuner

5127 Pair of abacus themed table lamps

5128 Metal pantry safe

5129 Oak television stand

5130 Portfolio with loose bird art prints

5131 Oval teak coffee table with amber glass drop in 
surface

5132 Victorian dropside breakfast table

5133 Edwardian 2 seater settle

5134 Maple finished open display stand

5136 2 German glass dome topped clocks

5137 Glazed oak finished display unit with 2 drawers 
under

5138 Carved wooden 3 fold room divider

5139 Beech dropside table plus 2 chairs

5140 Walnut chest of 4 drawers

5141 +VAT Pair of chrome and crystal effect table 
lamps with shades

5142 Oak sewing box with materials

5143 Victorian bow fronted chest of 2 over 3 drawers

5144 Tiffany style ceiling light shade

5145 Victorian mahogany breakfast table

5146 Italian glass dining table with two retractable 
leaves 
*Retailed by Heals and the original cost believed 
to be circa £4,000

5147 3 shadow boxes, carpentry workshop plus 
yachts and nautical knots

5148 Model of a sailing ship

5149 Wirework ceiling light

5150 Oak 2 tier coffee table

5151 Box containing furniture parts

5152 Convex mirror in brass frame

5153 Teak campaign style trunk

5154 Box containing military caps

5155 Titanic shadow box

5156 Electric Singer sewing machine

5157 Vintage Royal typewriter

5158 Cased electric Singer sewing machine

5159 Plastic model of a 2 masted sailing ship

5160 Teak side table with 4 tables nesting under

5161 Directors chair

5162 6 floral patterned tiles

5163 Beech dropside table

5164 Beech dropside table

5165 +VAT Chromed and glass table lamps with grey 
fabric shade

5166 Brushed metal mother and child floor lamp

5167 Cheval mirror with cream frame

5168 Contemporary oak chest of 2 over 3 drawers

5169 Chinese blue and white vase

5170 Large grey glazed studio pottery vase

5171 A wall plaque mounted with a scale model of a 
1848 'Mosquito' racing cutter hull, 96 x 30 cm 
£20-30

5172 Pair of brown leather-effect 2-seater sofas

5173 Canvas demob trunk with wooden ribs

5174 Bent cane conservatory table plus 2 matching 
chairs

5175 Teak effect coffee table with glass drop in 
surface, drawer and second tier

5176 +VAT Darkwood fire surround with a tresanti 
heater

5177 Cased Singer sewing machine

5178 Reproduction His Masters Voice wind up 
gramophone with brass horn

5179 Georgian oak chest of 2 over 3 drawers

5180 Victorian Sutherland table

5181 Brushed metal floor lamp

5182 Bohemia crystal decanter plus 2 matching 
tumblers

5183 +VAT Trestanti double door bar cabinet

5184 (5) Cased Singer electric sewing machine

5185 +VAT Eames style armchair with footstool (a/f)

5186 Grey fabric sofa bed

5187 Grey shagpile carpet
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5188 Sheepskin mat

5189 Red leather 2-seater sofa

5190 Blue painted 2 tier hanging shelf

5191 Oil on board of Mediterranean coastal scene 
with villa

5192 Chocolate brown leather effect 2 seater sofa

5193 Ladies fur coat

5194 +VAT 3 wirework side tables

5195 Floral patterned day bed with storage well

5196 Brown painted tin trunk

5197 Velvet effect donkeys head

5198 Kitchen island with stainless steel surface

5199 1950's bow fronted china cabinet

5200 Quantity of Lilliput Lane cottages

5201 Folding tripod stool

5202 Circular cut down Victorian breakfast table

5203 Pair of chesterfield wing back armchairs

5204 Edwardian 2 tier side table

5205 Brown fabric button back armchair

5206 Blue and white wash stand jug and bowl

5207 Reproduction mahogany demi loom console 
table

5208 Fire screen with embroidered panel

5209 Fire screen with floral embroidered panel

5210 Pine wine rack with glass holders and drawers

5211 Rose patterned vase with artificial flowers

5212 Quantity of Royal family ephemera

5213 Contemporary oak finished chest of 5 drawers

5214 +VAT Boxed pair of Bridgeport table lamps (AF)

5215 Dome topped storage box

5216 1960's coffee table

5217 Pine wine rack with cupboard under

5218 Dark wood 2 tier lamp table

5219 Octagonal walnut 2 tier side table

5220 +VAT Boxed pair of Bridgeport table lamps (AF)

5221 +VAT Boxed pair of glass table lamps (AF)

5222 +VAT Boxed pair of glass table lamps (AF)

5223 Pine 5ft 4 poster bed

5224 1960's circular ceiling light, transformer, 5 
branch light plus a ceiling light with convex 
shade

5225 +VAT 2 Boxes with glass table lamps (AF)

5226 4ft 6 divan bed base with mattress

5227 4 Wooden stools

5228 2 Maple and oak finished and white painted 
chests of 3 drawers

5229 3 Carved beech dining chairs with embroidered 
seats

5230 Fritz Hansen chair

5232 Pair of carved Edwardian bedroom chairs with 
green upholstered seats

5233 +VAT Grey leather effect electric reclining 
armchair

5234 +VAT Grey leather effect electric reclining 
armchair

5235 Beige floral carpet

5236 2 Beech dining chairs

5238 2 Floral patterned single bed mattresses

5239 Pair of brass finished picture lights

5240 +VAT Pair of folding chairs

5241 +VAT Dormeo memory foam 4ft 6 mattress

5242 Moulded plastic wine rack

5243 Victorian mahogany double door wardrobe

5244 Tree patterned light shade

5245 Electric singer sewing machine

5246 Glazed pine double door entertainment unit

5247 Metal flight case

5248 Fold over card table

5249 Copper and brass warming pan

5250 (7) Vintage cricket bat and a bundle of walking 
sticks

5252 Glass vase with a quantity of artificial roses

5253 Bundle of walking and shooting sticks

5254 Oval pine kitchen table

5255 Folding card table

5256 3 mantle clocks

5257 G-Plan dining table plus 4 chairs

5259 3 dome topped mantle clocks plus an alarm 
clock
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5260 Pine and white painted part bedroom suite 
comprising of narrow chest of 4 drawers, chest 
of 5 drawers and a pair of bedside cabinets

5261 Beech rocking chair

5262 Brass fire curb

5263 +VAT Oak coat rack

5264 +VAT Green painted floor lamp with shade

5265 Brother sewing machine

5266 Sew-tric electric sewing machine

5267 Oak finished and glazed entertainment unit

5268 Faux oak and white painted dressing table with 
3 panelled folding mirror

5269 Chocolate brown painted pantry cupboard

5270 Contemporary oak dresser

5271 Contemporary oak sideboard with double door 
cupboard under

5272 Contemporary oak dining table plus 6 oatmeal 
fabric chairs

5274 +VAT Grey 2 seater sofa section (AF)

5275 Rubberwood 2 tier coffee table

5276 Reproduction hi-fi cabinet

5277 Pine chest of drawers with marble surface

5278 Pine single door cupboard

5279 Harold Noakes oil on board; study of a lady

5280 Victorian bow fronted chest of 2 over 2 drawers

5281 Large quantity of prints to include coastal 
scenes, live stock, figure on the beach plus a 
world map

5282 Rectangular mirror in natural pine frame plus a 
mirror in cream painted frame

5283 Print of sailing boats in a cove

5284 Framed and glazed watercolour of stream and 
willow tree

5285 Oil on canvas of woodland and lake

5286 4 Egyptian prints plus a print of bowling match

5287 Quantity of limited edition prints to include 
Welsh landscape, Mediterranean village, water 
feature, architectural plan plus an urban scene 
with flats

5288 Print of Telford bridge

5289 +VAT Charles Prout (1783-1852), 
A meandering river, 
signed, 
watercolour, 
image 17 x 43 cm 
£40-60

5290 Pair of limited edition Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen 
silk screens on paper entitled 'The age of 
elegance decorum and ostentation'

5291 Modern wall hanging stylised figures

5292 Oak fire screen with picture of lady in a bonnet

5293 Pine dresser

5294 (6) Carved oak door panel

5295 Box containing embroidery examples

5296 Framed and glazed pairs of prints - Victorian 
clerk studying the books

5297 Print of ball plus a box containing cigarette card 
pictures, urban prints and embroideries

5298 (4) Georgian banjo barometer

5299 Etching on copper of a biplane

5300 +VAT (10) Circular bevelled mirror

5301 Floral fabric 2 fold room divider

5303 Reproduction mahogany extending dining table 
and 4 chairs

5304 +VAT 4 fabric banquettes

5305 Large brown and beige speckled carpet

5306 +VAT Pair of oak effect dining tables plus an 
upholstered stool

5307 4dt 6 metal bedstead

5308 Pine church pew

5309 Oak finished blanket box

5310 +VAT Oak finished bottle holder

5311 Beech finished 2 drawer filing cabinet

5312 Brown leather-effect dining chair

5313 5 branch brushed metal floor lamp

5314 Late Victorian upholstered rocking chair

5316 Painted bedroom chair with bergere seat

5317 Pink fabric nursing chair

5318 Striped Indian handmade rug

5319 Jute rug

5320 (2) Grey chevron patterned mat

5321 (1) Red carpet with geometric and floral pattern
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5322 Bentwood oak part bedstead (a/f)

5323 4ft 6 mattress

5324 Boxed Ikea roller blind

5325 +VAT (9) Circular bevelled mirror

5326 Oak finished wardrobe (a/f)

5327 Painted wrought iron bedstead (a/f)

5328 3 carboys

5329 A George III mahogany bookcase-chest, the pair 
of astragal glazed doors over two short and 
three long graduated drawers, on bracket feet, 
w. 142 cm 
£100-150

5330 +VAT Pair of glass table lamps with shades

5331 Bevelled mirror in oak frame

5332 Console table on ball and claw supports

5333 +VAT 4 curved fabric and leather effect seats

5334 Oval reproduction yew coffee table

5335 Overmantle in stained pine frame

5336 2 adjustable floorlamps

5337 Tripod adjustable spotlight

5338 Abstract oil on canvas in pastel blue and yellow

5339 +VAT (7) Rectangular bevelled mirror

5340 2 large carved wooden drums

5341 +VAT (3) Rectangular mirror in gilt frame

5342 Ltd. Ed. Terence Cuneo print of a steam train, 
entitled 'Flying Scotsman'

5343 Ltd. Ed. Terence Cuneo print of a steam train, 
entitled 'the Mallard'

5344 Circular oak table

5345 Red fabric Edwardian chaise longue with carved 
frame

5346 A 1980's Persian Shahsavan Soumak saddle-
cover, red geometric motifs, 125 x 108 cm 
£20-30

5347 Metal floor lamp with shade

5348 Eero Aarnio style bubble chair

5349 Pair of oils of church hall and village street

5350 +VAT (5) Rectangular bevelled mirror

5351 Oak footstool with embroided drop in panel

5352 Framed and glazed coloured engraving entitled 
'Trout Fishing, the first cast of the season'

5353 Print of a stagecoach

5354 Belgian movie poster

5355 Hiroshige Ando (1797-1858), 
'Goyu', 
woodblock print, 
image 21 x 34 cm 
£30-40

5356 Hubert James Medlycott (1841-1920), 
A Venetian scene, 
signed to mount and dated 1913, 
watercolour, 
image 18 x 12 cm 
£30-40

5357 Framed and glazed print of terriers and angry 
cat

5358 2 movie posters - 'The Magnificent Seven' and 
'Last Tango in Paris'

5359 Pair of Peter Gladman oils on board of country 
scenes with trees

5360 Modern oil on canvas of fishing boats at anchor

5361 Large quantity of maps, print of an RAF bomber 
and a print entitled 'The Promise'

5362 Quantity of prints and watercolours to include a 
watercolour of a Turkish library, portrait and 
seascape

5363 Bundle of coarse fishing rods with canvas bag 
plus a tackle box

5364 +VAT (8) Large rectangular bevelled mirror in 
silver painted frame

5365 Metal telescope on tripod stand

5366 Brass finished coal scuttle plus a box containing 
silver plate to include teapots, hot water jugs, 
bon bon dishes and a bacon dish

5367 4 boxes containing vinyl records

5368 Box containing a quantity of coloured glass to 
include a jug, dishes, basket and vases

5369 Box containing vinyl records

5370 Box containing Mrs Beeton's cookery book, The 
Family Physician, The 7 Pillars of Wisdom and 
other classic novels

5371 3 boxes containing carved Scandinavian milk 
jugs, nutcracker, ornamental animals, Hornsea 
vases and posies

5372 3 bags containing gardening and music books 
and magazines

5373 Cased sewing machine

5374 Box containing a quantity of reference books

5375 4 boxes containing a quantity of Burmah floral 
patterned crockery
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5376 Box containing a ceiling light shade, embroided 
footstool, vase, playing cards, fan heater and 
household goods

5377 Quantity of CD's

5378 Box containing a quantity of Denby crockery

5379 Plastic tub with a quantity of autobiographies

5380 2 boxes containing glass bottles

5381 8 sailsmans samplers with a variety of birthday, 
valentine and Christmas Day cards

5382 7 boxes containing a large quantity of collectors 
plates, ice buckets, ornamental animals, 
kitchenware, place mats, crockery, china and 
glassware

5383 2 boxes containing a quantity of gold rimmed 
Italian crockery

5384 Box containing vinyl records

5386 Cased Singer sewing machine

5387 Quantity of resin Native American figures

5388 Quantity of wine glasses and tumblers

5389 Glass table lamp

5390 2 boxes containing Babysham and other wine 
glasses, jugs, stoneware flagon and soda siphon

5391 Cased Singer sewing machine

5392 Quantity of Shellac records

5393 Cased Singer sewing machine

5394 Box containing books on the British monarchy

5395 Box containing a quantity of Wedgwood 
California patterned crockery

5396 Box containing vinyl records

5397 Box containing silver plate plus a cruet set

5398 Box containing silver plated mugs plus a Queen 
Anne serving tray

5399 2 boxes containing CD's and DVD's

5400 2 cased sewing machines

5401 Cased singer sewing machine

5402 Box containing a quantity of glassware, bottles, 
glasses and a decanter

5403 2 boxes containing Royal Wister blue and white 
china plus a glazed vase

5404 Quantity of glassware, pair of silver candle 
sticks, Royal Doulton Carlyle coffee cups and 
saucers, yellow glazed cups and saucers, flat 
iron trivets, tiles, pipe stand and serving tray

5406 Reproduction tripod wine table plus a candle 
stick telephone

5407 Bag containing a quantity of reprinted war 
papers

5408 5 boxes containing a large quantity of DVD's

5409 Box containing a quantity of commemorative 
mugs

5410 Stack of 4 mystery jigsaw puzzles

5411 2 boxes containing glass cake stands and 
dishes plus Portuguese home selection jugs

5412 2 boxes containing fabric handbags, books and 
crockery

5413 3 boxes containing CD's

5414 Quantity of brass animal ornaments

5415 Pifco heat lamp plus a box containing 3 kitchen 
storage vessels, bird patterned stoppers and a 
Fortnum and Masons tin

5416 (8) Box containing a first aid tin, sun dial, metal 
ornament and a students microscope

5417 2 boxes containing vinyl records

5418 Box containing railway track and controllers

5419 3 boxes containing a quantity of Denby crockery

5420 5 boxes containing wine glasses, floral 
patterned crockery, ainsley china plus blue and 
white china

5421 Box containing volume The works of 
Shakespeare, Pilgrims Progress and travel 
guides

5422 3 hanging racks to include a coat hook, hanging 
shelves and 1 other

5423 2 boxes containing glass bottles

5424 2 boxes containing Wedgewood, Poole and 
Coalport china plus floral patterned crockery

5425 Wicker picnic basket

5426 Box containing a Shand Kydd pottery, mugs, 
collectors plates and fruit bowls

5427 Box containing stained and leathered glass 
panels

5428 (3) Victorian jewellery box plus a tea caddy

5429 (2) 3 bottled tantalus (AF)

5430 7 boxes and bags containing a large quantity of 
DVD's and CD's

5431 3 boxes containing children's toys

5432 Book trough with 10 volumes of the children's 
encyclopaedia
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5433 2 boxes containing biscuit barrel, ornamental 
cottage, mirror, ornamental figures plus blue and 
white china

5434 2 porcelain dolls

5435 Box containing a quantity of silver plated items, 
punch bowl, serving trays, baking dish, candle 
stick and jug

5436 +VAT Single bed Dormeo memory foam 
mattress, boxed (AF)

5437 +VAT John Lewis 4ft 6 mattress

5438 +VAT 5ft mattress

5439 +VAT 5ft mattress

5440 +VAT 5ft mattress

5441 +VAT 5ft mattress

5442 (1) Flight box plus a 3 tier hanging shelf

5443 Blue and beige carpet

5444 Drawing of a nude figure

5446 Architectural print plus a still life with flowers and 
2 cityscapes

5447 Framed and glazed picture of still life with wine 
glasses

5448 Box containing martini glasses, blue and white 
bowl, quantity of maps and engravings

5449 2 boxes containing a quantity of silver plates to 
including baking dishes, bon bon dish, goblets 
and teapots

5450 3 boxes containing DVD's and CD's

5451 2 boxes containing a quantity of prints and motor 
manuals

5452 3 boxes containing board games, household 
goods and toys

5453 3 boxes containing pottery, mugs, glassware 
and collectors plates

5454 2 boxes containing a quantity of Hornsey brown 
glazed crockery

5455 Box containing ornamental stone eggs, blue and 
white china, ceiling light with glass shade, 
storage vessel, ornamental elephant and 
general china

5456 3 boxes containing sets of scales, measuring 
jugs, blue and with and other crockery plus 
general china

5457 Vintage tin with toy cars plus a quantity of Colton 
ware, brown glazed crockery

5458 Blue and white washstand jug and bowl

5459 3 boxes containing a mirror, pottery jug, trumpet, 
blue and white and other crockery plus 
glassware and commemorative/collectors mugs

5460 Limited edition cats fishing by moonlight print, 
Perils of Pauline movie poster plus an oil on 
board - Plymouth Royal Albert bridge 
£10-20

5461 Box containing 7" vinyl records

5462 Box containing 2 glue guns and an electric 
carving knife

5463 Quantity of Duchess tranquillity patterned cups, 
saucers and side plates

5464 2 German bisque figures

5465 Box containing 3 floral patterned and red glazed 
bowls

5466 Victorian writing slope (AF)

5467 Box containing ornamental Christmas and other 
figures, glass bottle, silver plated serving tray, 
corkscrew and beer steins

5468 1950's magazine rack plus poodle patterned 
hand bag

5469 Tree and lake patterned lidded jar plus a floral 
patterned pot

5470 Paraffin can plus a table lamp with pleated 
shade

5471 Frister and Rossmann sewing machine

5472 Box containing vinyl records

5473 Box containing floral patterned terrines, meat 
platter and serving dishes

5474 2 boxes containing Victorian and later crockery 
plus coffee mugs

5476 3 boxes containing vinyl records, CD's, DVD's 
and video cassettes

5477 Box containing a spinning reel plus fishing tackle 
to include hooks, monofilament and lures

5478 Cage containing a serving tray, table bell plus 
inkwells

5479 Cage containing pin badges and costume 
jewellery

5480 Cage containing replica revolver plus 6 brass 
cartridges

5481 Box containing carpenters tools to include 
screwdriver, awls, saw and tape measure

5482 Cage containing cigarette boxes, coins, badges, 
rolled gold jewellery, paperweight, pill boxes and 
a pin cushion

5483 Quantity of razor blades and pen knives
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5484 Cage containing decanter, sauce bottles, fruit 
bowls, a large jug and blue and white vase

5485 Cage containing trains and carriages plus a 
camera

5486 Cage containing sugar nibs, ladle, mug plus 
Wedgewood, Royal Albert and other vases

5487 Cage containing buttons, Winston Churchill 
memorial appeal poster, foot warmer, rose 
patterned Edwardian vases, tobacco tin and 
scent bottles

5488 Quantity of money of the world magazines plus 
a box of books on the royal family and great 
composer magazines

5489 Cage containing a quantity of Chinese DVD's

5490 Cage containing napkin rings, loose cutlery, blue 
and white china, cutlery boxes plus rose 
patterned crockery

5491 6 decanters

5492 Cage containing copper and brass ware to 
include candle sticks, kettle, brass trivet serving 
tray and coffee cups

5493 Cage containing a glass vase, teddy bears, 
bookmarks and ornamental figure - man on 
bicycle

5494 Cage containing a set of kitchen scales, glasses, 
coffee pot, water jug and butter dish

5495 4 boxes containing a quantity of vinyl records

5496 Cage containing diecast cars

5497 Cage containing studio and other pottery plus 
glassware, brass weights and glass ornament

5498 Cage containing a quantity of costume jewellery

5499 Cage containing miniature oak coffer, jasper 
ware, Beatles corgi car, bowl, carnival glass 
sweet and carved wooden figures

5500 Cage containing a quantity of Royal Doulton and 
other lady figures

5501 Cage containing a Clarice Cliff maize decorated 
dish, Sylvac style rabbits, jasperware 
candlestick, bird patterned pottery, 
commemorative ware and a Beatrix Potter trivet

5502 An adjustable desk lamp plus two ceiling lights

5503 Cage containing Chinese and Thai figures, 
ornamental teapots, blue and white platters and 
scent bottles

5504 Cage containing glassware, mantleclock, 
Aynsley dishes and terracotta style figures

5505 Cage containing a brass spirit kettle, toasting 
fork, trivet, brass candlesticks and a copper 
kettle

5506 Cage containing a blue and white teapot, pink 
glass decanter and glasses, ceiling light shade 
plus a carriage clock and general china

5507 Cage containing a Staffordshire figure, 
jasperware, graduated set of jugs, Royal 
Doulton Candice patterned crockery and a 
character teapot 
£20-30

5508 Cage containing jasperware, ornamental posies, 
ginger jar, glassware and a Mdina paperweight

5509 6 boxes containing 7'' vinyl records

5510 5 photographic Cunard, David Niven and 
Spencer Tracy prints

5511 Cage containing an oversized brandy snifter, 
glass vases, carved wooden figures and studio 
pottery

5512 Cage containing shavers and cufflinks

5513 Cage containing a paperweight, marbles plus 
glass bowls

5514 Cage containing die cast cars, aeroplane 
models and propellers and vintage modelling 
kits

5515 Cage containing candlewick scissors, oil can, 
Islamic copper dishes, bugle, binoculars, 
ornaments and a candlestick

5516 2 boxes containing a large quantity of Chinese 
crockery plus a cruet set

5517 Cage containing a vintage helmet, map, toy 
cards, cottages, crestedware, vinyl records and 
an electric iron

5518 Cage containing an urban engraving, silver 
plated tea service, silver rimmed cup, saucers 
and 2 sugar bowls

5519 6 Nao and Lladro figures

5520 Cage containing Matchbox models of yesteryear 
vans and cars

5521 Cage containing a quantity of ornamental 
clowns and jazz musicians 
£20-30

5522 Large quantity of craft and furniture equipment 
to include curtaining pole finials, rings, tape, 
hooks, brass supports plus buttons and table 
legs

5523 Cage containing flat irons, Acctim quartz clock, 
binoculars and an aluminium ornament 
£40-60
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5524 Cage containing glassware, serving tray, die 
cast and tin plate toys, ornamental cottages and 
glassware

5525 Cage containing a pair of Royal Doulton vases, 
lusterware teapot, jugs, Russian figures and 
silver plate

5526 Cage containing sauce bottles, glass vases, 
teapots, clock and pill boxes

5527 Cage containing a mirror, ornamental cat, 
military print plus rose patterned coffee cups and 
saucers and a serving tray

5528 Cage containing board games, ornamental 
figures, miniature miners lamp, ornamental 
cottage and a miniature beer stein

5529 Box containing a quantity of childrens annuals 
and books

5530 Cage containing a quantity of teapots, Rumtopf 
biscuit barrel, egg basket, glass bowl and 
German crockery

5531 Cage containing glassware to include jug, 
biscuit barrel, bonbon dishes plus a pair of oak 
candlesticks and green glass pots

5532 Cage containing Staffordshire flatback figures 
and dogs

5533 Cage containing Oriental and other china plus 
an oil lamp, decanter and vases

5534 Cage containing Royal Scot crystal tumblers, 
inlaid and carved boxes, ornamental Eiffel 
tower, geometry set, slides, ornamental posies 
and lady figures

5535 Cage containing a Crown Derby bird, teaspoons, 
pipe, wristwatches, coronation souvenir book, 
coffee mugs, decanter, alarm clock and 
binoculars

5536 Box containing Trainspotter annuals, dictionary 
of archaeology, aircraft of the Fighting Powers, 
several volumes of The War in Pictures

5537 Cage containing coinage, cased cake knife and 
fork set, Chinese print, riding crop, jewellery and 
trinkets

5538 Cage containing costume jewellery, postcard 
albums, handbags and purses

5539 Cage containing military badges, Toby jug, 
Christmas ornaments, accordion and a brass 
cake stand

5540 Cage containing glass candlesticks, pottery jug, 
ornamental figures and a cooking pot

5541 Cage containing decanter labels, carved 
wooden box, china and teapots

5542 Cage containing vintage radio, wine glasses, 
biscuit barrel, ornamental figures and china

5543 Oak cutlery canteen

5544 Cage containing costume jewellery, chess 
pieces, loose cutlery and cufflinks

5545 +VAT (2) Large rectangular mirror in black 
painted frame

5546 +VAT Silver and white carpet

5547 Beige and grey carpet
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